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Summary

Summary

Today's market for discrete parts can be characterised by increased product
variety and shorter delivery times, requiring reduced throughput time for
manufacturing companies.
Examples of parts with ever decreasing throughput times are components of
manufacturing machines. These components are usually geometrically
simple and are produced in small batches or in batches of one. Together with
the demand for reduced throughput time this results in a limited available
design time per component. This can easily result in manufacturability
problems, increasing the throughput time by introducing iterations between
the design and the manufacturing stages.
An integrated design and manufacturing system has been developed to
reduce the throughput time for pseudo-prismatic mechanica! parts that are to
be manufactured in small batches or in batches of one. The system
integrating all actions of the design and manufacturing stage is called IDM,
the Integration of Design and Manufacturing.
lt is proven to be possible to check manufacturability of parts in the
geometrical design phase by mapping design operations onto manufacturing
operations. h1 the IDM systems' Bottorn-Up approach, the chosen design
operations are based on the capabilities of the manufacturing operations in
the manufacturing stage. Checking manufacturability of each design step is
based on two elements: the 'micro' process planning and the reachability
check. When the manufacturing processes of the 'micro' process planning
results in the stated specifications for the part, a reachability check is
performed for these processes. The reachability check depends on the shape
of the cutting tools and their movements.

The IDM system allows the designer to use both binary and unary design
operations. All design operations are checked for manufacturability. In the
present research the binary design operations 'subtract' and 'unite' are
mapped onto material removal manufacturing operations like milling and
drilling.
Special attention has to be paid to the design operation 'unite' as the IDM
system must translate this operation into 'subtract' operations that remove
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the immediate surrounding volume of the added volume. This is described
in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 describes the use of unary design operations like 'blending',
'chamfering', and 'surface treatment'.
A toleranee model is needed in the geometrical design phase in view of the
manufacturing implications of stated tolerances. Such a toleranee model was
developed. In Chapter 5 this toleranee model is described.
The IDM system generates a complete process planfora component. 'Rightfirst-time' production can be guaranteed, reducing the number of iterations
between the design and manufacturing stages and reducing the throughput
time for the component. Finally, Chapter 6 illustrates the possibilities of the
IDM system by treating a typical example in the field of components for a
manufacturing machine.
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De marktvraag naar discrete produkten kan worden gekarakteriseerd door
een toename in produkt-varieteit en door een steeds kortere time-to-rnarket
Dit leidt tot een vraag naar kortere doorlooptijden bij productie-bedrijven.
Voorbeelden van produkten waarbij de doorlooptijd steeds korter wordt zijn
onderdelen van een produktie-machine. Deze onderdelen zijn meestal
eenvoudig van opbouw en worden in kleine series geproduceerd. In
combinatie met de vraag naar kortere doorlooptijden betekent dit dat niet
veel tijd kan worden besteed aan het ontwerp ervan, wat snel kan leiden tot
fabricageproblemen. De doorlooptijd wordt hierdoor nadelig heinvloed
omdat een aantal iteratieslagen nodig zijn tussen de ontwerp- en de fabricage
afdeling.
Om de doorlooptijd van pseudo-prismatische mechanische produkten in een
kleinserie fabricage omgeving te verkorten is een systeem ontwikkeld dat de
activiteiten binnen de ontwerp- en de fabricagefase integreert: het IDM
(Integration of Design and Manufacturing) systeem.
Het blijkt mogelijk te zijn om fabriceerbaarbeid van onderdelen reeds in de
geometrische ontwerpfase te analyseren door slechts ontwerp-operaties toe
te staan die afbeeldbaar zijn op fabricage-operaties. Vanuit de gekozen
Bottorn-Up integratie zijn ontwerp-operaties opgesteld die in principe
afbeeldbaar zijn op verspanende bewerkingen. Hiervoor worden per
ontwerpstap twee elementen geanalyseerd: de 'micro' werkvoorbereiding en
de bereikbaarheidsanalyse. Wanneer de bewerkingsprocessen uit de 'micro'
werkvoorbereiding de gewenste vorm en nauwkeurigheid kunnen realiseren,
wordt voor deze processen een bereikbaarheidsanalyse uitgevoerd. Deze
bereikbaarheids-analyse is gebaseerd op de bewegingen en het volume van
de gereedschappen tijdens bewerking.
Het ID M systeem staat de ontwerper toe zowel binaire als unaire ontwerpoperaties uit te voeren op een onderdeel, waarbij na iedere ontwerpstap de
fàbriceerbaarheid wordt geanalyseerd. De binaire ontwerp-operaties
'verwijderen' en 'toevoegen' worden afgebeeld op verspanende fabricagetechnieken.
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Speciale aandacht verdient de ontwerp-operatie 'toevoegen' die door het
IDM systeem moet worden vertaald naar, in dit geval, materiaal
verwijderende operaties die de directe omgeving van het toegevoegde
ontwerp-volume verwijderen. Dit wordt in hoofdstuk 3 beschreven.
Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt het gebruik van de unaire ontwerp operaties, zoals
daar zijn 'afronden', 'afschuinen' en 'materiaal oppervlakte technieken'.
Voor het geïntegreerde systeem is een tolerantie-model ontwikkeld dat
toestaat om in het ontwerp te redeneren met de gevolgen voor de fabricage
van de gestelde tolerantie-eisen. Dit wordt weergegeven in hoofdstuk 5.
Het IDM systeem is in staat de gehele werkvoorbereiding voor een
onderdeel te realiseren. 'Right-:first-time' productie kan hiermee worden
gewaarborgd, wat leidt tot het wegvallen van de iteratieslagen tussen de
ontwerp- en de fabricage afdeling en tot een aanzienlijke verkorting van de
doorlooptijd van deze onderdelen. In hoofdstuk 6 is dit aan de hand van een
voorbeeld toegelicht.
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BNF: Backus-Naur Form
A notation used to express the syntax of computer languages.
Binary operation
An operation having two operands.
B-rep: Boundary Representation
Solid A.fodelling representation which describes the volume by its
topology using boundary faces, edges and vertices.
B-spline
Description of a smooth line through several control points; The line
has a derivative on every point of the line.
CO: Compound Object
A Design Object resulting from several binary applications of
Primitive Objects.
CSG: Constructive Solid Geometry
Solid ModelZing representation in which the volume is described by a
collection ofbinary operations with elementary volumes as operands.
CSG Design Tree
Data structure which records all applied Design Transformations,
effectively recording the design history.
Design-tree
Data structure which records the Initia! Design State and all Design
Transformations applied to it, effectively recording the design
history.
DS: Design State
The state of the design while designing.
DO: Design Object
A design volume which can be used in binary operations with the
Design State. A Design Object includes manufacturing knowiedgel
strategies. It can also serve as the initia! design volume when
composing a Compound Object.
DT: Design Transformation
Binary or unary design operation transforming Design State 1_1 to
Design Statei.
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EO: Elementary manufacturing Operation
Basic manufacturing operation: i.e. linear or circular milling
operations.
Envelope
The minimal Bounding Box enveloping the Design State. The
Envelope has the same orientation as the lnitial Design State.
Envelope Requirement
The envelope requirement according to ISO 80 15 specifies that the
surface of a single feature of size (cylindrical surface or a feature
established by two parallel opposite plane surfaces) should not
violate the imaginary envelope of perfect form at maximum material
size.
Face-normal
The vector pointing to the outward direction of the material while
being perpendicular to the surface.
FDS: Final Design State
The final state of the design.
Fixture
Tools used to locate (position and orientate) and hold the part during
manufacturing.
/DM
The research project: Integration of Design and Manufacturing.
Jmplicit relation
Relation between two reference elements with optionally one or
more toleranee requirements.
IDS0: Jnitial Design State
The initial state of the design a designer starts with.
IMS 0: Initial Manufacturing State
The initial state of the part when it is being manufactured; the Stock
material used.
IDS: Jntermediate Design State
The intermediate state ofthe design while designing.
IMS: Jntermediate Manufacturing State
The intermediate state of the part when it is manufactured.
LMC: Least material condition
This is the state of the considered feature in which the feature is
everywhere at that limit of size where the material of the feature is at
its minimum, e.g. the maximum limit of size of a hole (diameter) and
the minimum limit of size of a shaft (diameter).
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MO: Manufacturable Object
A type of Design Object which is in principle manufacturable. Only
used to subtract this volume from a Design State. It is a particular
combination of Primitive Objects.
MS: Manufacturing State
The result of all Elementary manufacturing Operations applied on
the Stock materiaL
Manufacturing-tree
Data structure which records the Stock material and Elementary
Manufacturing Operations to be subsequently applied on the Stock
material, effectively representing the entire process planning for the
part. The data structure includes all Set-up's andfixtures to be used.
Mpp: Micro process plan
Result from the Micro process planning.
Micro process planning
Generation of all Elementary Operations necessary to manufacture
the Design Object at the specified location. Cutting tools are
selected.
MMC: Maximum material condition
This is the state of the considered feature in which the feature is
everywhere at that limit of size where the material of the feature is at
its maximum, e.g. minimum hole diameter and maximum shaft
diameter (ISO 2690).
MO-based Design Tree
Data structure which describes the Intermediate Design State of the
"pure negative" Design Tree only using Manufacturable Objects and
an initia! Envelope.
NURBS
Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline; The most popular form of B-spline
where the segment knots are spaeed at non-equal intervals in
parameter space.
PO: Primitive Object
A type of Design Object which can be used as an operand in binary
operations with either a Design State or a Compound Object as the
second operand.
Pseudo-prismatic part
A part resulting from several binary operations with prismatic
volumes as operands.
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"pure negative" Design Tree
Data structure which describes the Intermediale Design State of the
CSG Design Tree only using negative Design Objects and an initial
Envelope
Reference element
Elements of a Design O~ject that can be used in an implicit relation.
These elements are either of type face or of type line.
Set-up
One orientation of the part on a manufacturing machine with all
Elementmy Operations which will be applied in that orientation.
Solid modelling
Representing the volume by a mathematica! model of the part.
TV: Toolsvolume
The volurne specified by the movement of the cutting tools for all
Elementary Operations betonging to a single Design Object. The
Toolsvolume is used in the design stage and based on tools and
movements in the manufacturing stage.
Unary operation
An operation having one operand.
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Chapter 1: Introduetion

1. Introduetion

Today's market for discrete parts can he characterised by increased product
variety, shorter delivery times, and smaller batch sizes, thus requiring
reduced throughput time for manufacturing companies. Optima! resource
utilisation and reduction of cost are also identified as important
requirements [IMS-Globeman 94].
The need for short throughput times arises when multiple companies try to
market similar products. To maximise profit these manufacturers compete to
he the first to put these products on the market Striking examples of such
products are integrated circuits or IC's. At first, high profitscan he achieved,
but soon these IC's become commonplace. Profits become marginal making
it harder to get sufficient return on investment. It is crucial to introduce the
right product at the right time, which requires short throughput times.
Another reason for reducing throughput time lies in the ever decreasing life
cycle of products. This is caused by the ever faster changing of trends. When
operating in a global market it becomes even more complex. Different
trends in different regions must he followed, forcing the manufacturer to
react even quicker in marketing bis new products. An example of such a
product is a hi-fi set. Making it possible to keep up with market trends the
current throughput time should he halved from ±50 to ±25 weeks [Sarlemijn
95]. An improved competitiveness and a higher return on investment are
expected from this measure.
The complete time to market is also dependent on the machines needed to
manufacture these mass products. The required time to market for the mass
product results in a demand for shorter throughput times for the design and
manufacturing of these machines. This demand for shorter throughput time
indirectly originates from the end user. To minimise time to market, and
thus improve competitiveness, the throughput time reduction for the
machines is even greater as compared to that of the mass product itself.
In this thesis a system integrating design and manufacturing is proposed and
investigated that enables a reduction of the throughput time for mechanica!
parts. These parts are typical examples of functional elements of these
production machines.
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Besides throughput time reduction, a reduction of cost is an important
requirement for manufacturing companies [IMS-Globeman 94]. Identizying
where costs are made facilitates a reduction of the total product cost. It is
equally important to find out in what stage these costs can be influenced and
what implications these changes induce. Figure 1.1 depiets the committed
costs and the actual expenses for a product in all stages of the product
creation cycle [Wolf 85], [Bakerjian 92]. This figure roughly indicates the
cost distribution and holds as well for mass production as for small batch
manufacturing of discrete parts.
cumulated costs (%)
100%

i'

_:j

.· I
I

.

I

i

:actuallxpenses

0%
design

Figure 1.1:

process planning

production

assembly

Committed casts versus actual expenses [Wolf85]

Figure 1.1 shows how crucial the design stage is in reducing costs. The
design stage governs the major part of the total co st. An unfortunate choice
in the design stage can result in either an expensive product or in the need
for a complete redesign, in which most of the costs already made will be
wasted. In the design stage not only the majority ofthe costs are determined,
also the achievable time-to-rnarket is set. The design stage limits the
possible alternatives in the latter stages of the product creation cycle. Since
the design stage is very important for both throughput time reduction and
total costs, design systems used in this stage will be discussed in more
detail.
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1.1 Design systems; a bistorical overview
1.1.1 Drawing conventions
At first 'designing' could not really be differentiated from 'making' since
both tasks were performed by the same person. A blacksmith for example
was instructed to make a cart of certain dimensions. He 'designed' and built
the cart using sketches as a reminder only.
Leonardo da Vinci had a major impact on designing as he uncoupled the
designer and the manufacturer [Booker 63]. The introduced division called
for arrangements between these persons. With the ever increasing
complexity of designs these arrangements shifted from oral to written
agreements introducing drawing boards to the design stage. With the passing
of time the designer and the manufacturer became geographically more and
more separated. This required explicit agreements that led to introduetion of
local, national and finally international standards. These drawing
conventions underlie the present-day drawing conventions.

1.1.2 Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems basedon drawing
conventions
With the introduetion of computers in the design stage, computer aided
techniques reduced the drudgery and minimised the chance for making
mistakes in the detailing phase. At first it concentrated on two-dimensional
drawing because of limitations of the available hardware. A survey,
performed only a couple of years ago, of the use of CAD in Dutch industry
showed that Computer Aided Drafring was still the most widespread
application focusing on generating and editing teehuical drawings on
'automated drawing boards' [Kaas 92].
The huge amount of Computer Aided Drafring software tools has a major
drawback as each tool has its separate design representation, generating
compatibility problems. Several standards like IGES and STEP were
introduced to facilitate conversions between different software tools via a
neutral design representation. However, problems remain for instanee due to
discrepancies in the internat product model accuracy of the different
software tools.
The change from two dimensional to volumetrie design representations was
made possible due to the ever increasing hardware capabilities of today's
computers. The three dimensional (3D) design representation exactly
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represents the nominal
misinterpretations.

geometry

of the

part,

thus

elimillating

1.1.3 Design systems
Today's high-end CAD systems enable better exploitation of the increased
computer capabilities. Especially analysing the behaviour of parts has
become possible through the introduetion of Finite Element Analysis and a
volumetrie (3D solid) design description. Whether used in statie, dynamic,
flow, or heat transfer analysis it extends the use of computers in the design
stage. Other software tools include motion analysis, assembly analysis, and
systems rnanaging large amount of information like drawings or analysis
results. The latter systems are called Product Data Management (PDM)
systems.
A drawback accompanying the emergence of all these software tools is the
lack of coherence among them. Again compatibility problems were
introduced because these tools were developed by different companies,
resulting in 'islands of automation'. However, in recent high-end CAD
systems a trend can be identified towards an increase of associations
between various software tooi components. These associations are mainly
observed within various modules of one CAD system.
Another major drawback of today' s automations in the design stage
expresses itself in the alienation from the manufacturing stage. CAD
systems are developed without taking available manufacturing capabilities
into account. Increased computer capabilities lead to increased design
possibilities that cannot, or with great difficulty, be matched by
manufacturing capabilities. For example design operations like sweeping
faces, blending edges, and intersecting solids can lead to designs that cannot
be made using conventional manufacturing techniques. Expensive rapid
prototyping techniques like stereo-lithography, 3D printing, or selective
laser sintering may he the only remaining techniques to manufacture such
designs. A drawback of these rapid prototyping techniques is that only
materials can be used that are rnanufacturing technique specific.
It can be stated that the majority of present-day design systems has not
enough consideration for manufacturing capabilities, often resulting in
inefficient manufacturing of designed parts.
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1.1.4 The evolution of tolerances
At first it was not necessary to specify the allowable surface deviations; the
tolerances. The manufacturer was also the designer and had knowledge of
both tolerances and manufacturing capabilities.
With the separation of design and manufacturing and the increasing
complexity of parts, a complete part specification became important,
including tolerances. These tolerances were strongly related to available
measurement and drawing techniques.
As new measurement techniques evolved, a new toleranee definition was
drawn up reducing the dependenee on measurement techniques. However,
the current ISO toleranee system is still partly based on drafring techniques.
The use of tolerances in today's design systems is very ofren limited to
adding them as an attribute to a 2D drawing of the part. No physical
deviations from the nominal geometry are modelled. The current ISO
toleranee model is mainly suited to verify a manufactured part, and not to
specify functionality in the design stage.
In recent high-end CAD systems tolerances are more and more included

with the introduetion of new toleranee models. These toleranee models are
based on ISO [ISO 1101], introducing some problems when interpreting
stated tolerances on volumetrie shapes as ISO is still partly basedon drafring
techniques.

1.2 To couple systems
The present situation where the design stage and manufacturing stage are
uncoupled is uneconomical and has to be changed. The uncoupled situation
results in many iterations between the design and manufacturing
departments. The throughput time is hampered and the total cost enlarged,
which does not comply with present market demands.
As stated before, the majority of the total co st of a product is determined in
the design stage, and made in the manufacturing stage. Choices in design
should therefore be based on knowledge of the manufacturing processes
required for the designed products. This can be realised by either an
extensive training for the designer in the capabilities of the available
manufacturing processes or by giving the designer thorough computer
assistance during process planning. Very ofren the process plan is not made
by the designer making it more difficult for him to keep up to date on the
capabilities of the latest manufacturing techniques.
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The key element in coupling the design and manufacturing stage is process
planning. Process planning is the link between both stages where the design
decisions, including the stated tolerances, are mapped onto manufacturing
operations. If every design decision can be mapped onto manufacturing
operations the final design is conceived to be manufacturable. The
availability of knowledge about manufacturability in the design stage
ensures manufacturable designs.
This can only be achieved when the link between design and manufacturing,
the process planning, is automated. Shah [Shah 86] demonstrated that
automatic generation of a process plan is possible with certain restrictions.
The coupled situation is considered to be an automatic integration of design
and manufacturing.
Before descrihing several approaches trying to integrate design and
manufacturing, the design stage is examined.
The design stage can best he characterised as a converging and diverging
process between the individual design phases. Many feedback loops exist
making the process iterative. For example when analysing the expected
stress load of a partienlar part it may be perceived that the part will fail
under the specified stress which means that the part has to be altered to
comply with the stress specifications.

1.2.1 Methodical design
Several models have been proposed to describe the design stage, such as the
methodical design model of Pahl and Beitz [Pahl 84] and VDI 2222 [VDI
73]. Since there are only minor differences between these models, only the
VDI 2222 representation is depicted here (Figure 1.2). The converging and
diverging processes between the different phases in the design are
illustrated. The feedback loops that exist between all phases in the design
stage are not visualised because of clarity.
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tunetion structure

conceptual
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critica! details

detail variants
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''

Figure 1.2:

definite design
{detailed drawings
documentation)

The methodical design model according to VDI 2222

The result of the problem analysis design phase is a good description of the
specifications the completed design has to comply with. These specifications
include, among others, delivery dates and cost estimates.
In the conceptual design phase the functions of the completed design are
divided into sub-functions for which concept solutions are generated. These
concept solutions are 'materialised' in the embodiment design phase. A
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choice is made between the different concepts, the materials are selected and
global dimensions of the various parts are defined. Finally, in the detailed
design phase, details are completed resulting in technica! drawings among
others. These drawings serve as input for the manufacturing stage. The latter
two design phases combined, embodiment design and detailed design, are
often referred to as the geometrical design phase.

1.2.2 Conceptual design
Another model descrihing the design stage is based on methods used in
conventional design, the conceptual design model [French 85]. As compared
to the methodical design model, where all principal solutions for all subfunctions are considered, the conceptual design model considers solutions
on the conceptuallevel. Concept solutions are validated or rejected without
trying out all solutions for all sub-functions, enabling a reduction oftime in
the design stage. Figure 1.3 roughly illustrates the more effective conceptual
design model.

Figure 1.3:
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It must be mentioned that whatever design model is chosen, a multidisciplinary design-team will render the best result.
Integrating the design and manufacturing stage, and thus coupling them, can
be done using either a Top-Down or a Bottorn-Up approach. If this
integration does not need to be fully automated, a combination of the two
approaches is possible. In that case however, automatic manufacturability
analysis in the design stage is impaired.

1.2.3 Top-Down approach
Integrating design and manufacturing using the Top-Down approach
requires a total integration of both stages, from the problem analysis in the
design stage to the generation of command code (NC-code) in the
manufacturing stage. Ibis implicates that a very comprehensive product
model should be available in which all design decisions, functional
relations, and other conditions are included. This however cannot be realised
completely because it is impossible for the designer to formalise all
functions of the design. Geometrie implications, like the dimensions of a
cog wheel intertering with the used housing, are almost impossible to
formalise at the problem analysis design phase. Fully automating a TopDown approach is therefore not possible.
Another problem arises with the converging process from the conceptual
design to the embodiment design phase. Since a single physical element
accomplishes not one but several functions it is impossible to map every
single function onto a single physical element. Sometimes one aspect of the
physical element fulfils the desired function, but other aspects of that same
physical element have an undesired side effect. Furthermore the mapping of
a desired function onto a physical element is not unique, creating a
combinatory explosion of possible mappings which all have to be verified
for undesired consequences, assuming that a complete description of all
physical elements is available. It is therefore impossible to fully automate a
Top-Down approach and use it as an automatic integration of design and
manufacturing for mechanica! parts.
One area in which an automatic Top-Down integration of design and
manufacturing has been achieved is in the area of integrated circuits (IC's).
The integration was induced by a market demand for an increased number of
IC's. Van Berkel [Berkel 93] identified:
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"Also, the rapid succession of generations of a single product increases
the pressure on design time. The ability to integrale systems on silicon
effectively, ejjiciently, and quickly has thus become a key factor in the
global competition in both consumer and professional electronic
products. This recognition has led to a quest for design methods and
tools that increase design productivity andreduce design times."

The resulting integrated systern enables the IC-designer to create
asynchronous IC's using high-level functions as input, without requiring
extensive knowledge about Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) techniques.
These high-level functions in the language Tangram are firstly cornpiled and
optirnised into handshake circuits after which the 'silicon compiler'
translates these into a VLSI circuit lay-out ready for production [Berkel 93].
An autornatic Top-Down integration of design and rnanufacturing of IC's is
possible, because of the ability to forrnalise the translation of prirnitive
functions into circuit elernents and the lirnited geometrie constraints.
1.2.4 Bottom-Up approach
The Bottorn-Up approach is a more viabie option for a fully autornatic
integration of design and rnanufacturing for rnechanical parts. The
automation of the rnanufacturing stage is already available with the use of
numerically controlled rnanufacturing machines. Mapping design decisions
onto rnanufacturing operations can be seen as a one-to-several relation,
where algorithrns choose between available operations in the rnanufacturing
stage. Since different choices in the rnanufacturing stage, resulting in the
sarne part, do not lead to irnplications on the functionality of the physical
part, it is possible for an autornated systern to choose between altematives.
One approach obtaining the rnanufacturing operations is the Feature
Recognition approach, with sample irnplernentations in [Choi 84] and [Erve
88]. A cornpleted design of a pseudo-prismatic part, supplernented with
tolerances, is checked for recognisable rnachining volumes. On these
volumes a complete process and operations planning is perforrned. Because
cornpleted designs are used to couple the design and rnanufacturing stage,
autornated iterations between these two stages during the design are ruled
out obstructing a truc integration. Only when a complete Feature
Recognition is perforrned after every design operation can an integration be
realised. This however is not practical.
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However, the link between design and manufacturing, process planning, can
also be automated to support a true integration. Certain restrictions have to
be set in the design stage because only a part of the manufacturing processes
can be formalised. For a successful implementation of an automated process
planning the product model ofthe part should incorporate tolerances.

In a Bottorn-Up approach the design possibilities are dependent on the
manufacturing capabilities, the ability to formalise the manufacturing
processes, and the ability to map design decisions onto available
manufacturing operations.

1.3 The proposed system
Because the Bottorn-Up approach allows an integration of design and
manufacturing, it is chosen as a starting point for a new, coupled system.
This system should only allow design decisions that can be directly mapped
onto manufacturing operations, eliminating unnecessary iterations between
design and manufacturing. Manufacturability must be checked in the design
stage using genetic and company specific manufacturing. Since a completed
design can then be manufactured without design alterations, 'right-firsttime' production can be achieved. In this way the proposed approach is able
to comply with the demand fora reduction in throughput time. To be able to
comply with the market demand fora reduction in cost, manufacturability
analysis is also useful. The manufacturing implications of design decisions
become available in the design stage, making it possible for the designer to
reduce the costof a part. For example, cost implications of stated tolerances
can be analysed and alternative toleranee values, necessitating less
expensive manufacturing techniques, can be proposed [Peters 95]. These
alternatives are allowed only if the functionality of the part within an
assembly is not changed.
An unambiguous and complete product model is a necessity for the
proposed integration. Not only should this product model describe the
geometry, tolerances, and material properties, it should also capture the
'design intent'. Using tolerances in an integrated design and manufacturing
environment requires the toleranee specification to be interpreted to the
specific needs of each design or manufacturing stage. A concise and
semantically correct toleranee model should support multiple interpretations,
for instanee in process planning, assembly analysis, or quality assurance.
The toleranee model used in technica! drawings today cannot meet these
requirements, partly because they are based on drafring techniques. The step
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taken in design from 2D drawings to volumetrie models and the use of
modern measuring machines enable the use of more suitable toleranee
representations.

1.3.1 Targeted product range
In manufacturing, batch sizes have a great impact on the choice of the best
suited production process, which in turn determines the level of automation.
In mass production the level of automation is usually very high and
inflexible. A lot of attention is paid to optimise and automate every step in
the manufacturing process because of the enormous gain in time and
achievable profit with such large batch sizes. The automation processes
themselves very often require a lot of human assistance. In single and small
batch manufacturing, flexible manufacturing systems are used and less time
is spent optimising the manufacturing processes because bere process
planning constitutes a considerable part ofthe total manufacturing cost.
Generating a process plan for small batches in material remaval
manufacturing techniques can be subdivided into four different strategies,
depending on the geometrical complexity of the part and of the number of
tools/ manufacturing operations used (logistics arenottaken into account):
•

Simple geometrical parts with only a limited number of manufacturing
operations do oot need automated process planning. A block in which
two holes have to be made does not require an elaborate process plan, as
it would make the part too expensive. Even if the holes are very
accurate, invalving for instanee 7 different cutting tools, the process
planning does not need to be automated.

•

Complex geometrical parts with a limited number of (complex)
manufacturing operations need automated process planning. Human
assistance however is invaluable, since fully automating the process
planning aften does not yield enough profit. An example of these parts is
a propeller-blade as shown in Figure 1.4a.

•

The process planning of simple geometrical parts, with a great number
of tools and manufacturing operations used, can be automated.
Historically however, computer assistance in process planning forthese
parts is marginally. Often the operations are directly programmed at the
manufacturing machine by the operator. Examples are pseudo-prismatic
parts (constructed from prismatic parts) used as building blocks in a
production machine (Figure 1.4b).
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•

Complex geometrical parts with a great number of tools and
manufacturing operations need automated process planning, just like the
complex geometrical parts with only several manufacturing operations.
An example of a complex geometrical part, with a great number of
manufacturing operations, is an extrusion-die. This extrusion-die
consists of a several doubly curved surfaces.

An example with parts of the latter two strategies is an assembly of a
controllable pitch propeller made by LIPS [IMPPACT 92]. The propeller
blade itself is geometrically complex but technologically simple. The hub
however is technologically complex with a relatively simple geometry
(Figure 1.4a). Another example using the third strategy is a pseudoprismatic part which is composed of simple 2 YîD shapes (Figure 1.4b). 2 YîD
shapes can be defined as linear design extrusions of a 2D contour
description along the normal of the drawing plane. The pseudo-prismatic
part is a typical example of a functional element used in production
machines.

Figure 1.4a: Controllable pitch propeller;

1.4b: Pseudoprismatic part

When selecting a suitable product range for the proposed integrated design
and manufacturing system several conditions have to be considered.
1. Since the design possibilities directly depend on the manufacturing
capabilities, the targeted product range must be manufactured using well
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known manufacturing techniques. These manufacturing techniques have
to he formalisable to a large extent.
2. Because of the automated integration of design and manufacturing it
must he possible to automatically map the design operations onto
matching manufacturing operations.
3. Since the proposed design approach is to he used to reduce the
throughput time and enable a shorter time-to-market, a demand for this
shorter throughput time should exist for the targeted product range.
Pseudo-prismatic parts are chosen as the targeted product range satisfying all
stated conditions. To manufacture the pseudo-prismatic parts material
removal techniques are used, which are well known and can he formalised
to a large extent. Because of the proposed automatic integration of design
and manufacturing only numerically controlled (NC) manufacturing
machines are chosen to produce the pseudo-prismatic parts in small batches
or in batches of one.
It is to he expected that mapping the design operations onto manufacturing
operations is possible. The material to he removed of the pseudo-prismatic
parts can he described by a number of simple 2 Y2D shapes, related to 2 Y2D
manufacturing shapes, making such a mapping possible.

The condition that such an automatic mapping must he possible makes the
use of more complex geometry like B-spline and NURBS surfaces more
difficult. An example of such geometry is a propeller blade [Figure 1.4a].
These complex surfaces are the result of multiple design operations which
cannot he individually mapped onto manufacturing operations. Generating
manufacturing operations for complex geometry is technologically simple,
but requires human intervention. The achievable profit for these products is
relatively small. Therefore these products are not incorporated in the
targeted product range.
As mentioned before the demand for a reduced throughput time for products
which are mass produced results in a demand for a reduced throughput time
for production machines which manufacture them. These production
machines themselves consist to a large extent of parts which can he defined
as being pseudo-prismatic. Since these pseudo-prismatic parts are
manufactured in small batches, or in batches of one, a foundation exists for
an increase in profits using the proposed automatic integration. The
relatively large 'overhead' of intensive manual process planning ensure this.
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1.4 Scope of this thesis
In this thesis a system integrating design and manufacturing is proposed and

investigated to reduce throughput time for mechanica} parts. The targeted
product range consists of pseudo-prismatic parts that are to be manufactured
in small batch sizes or in batches of one. These pseudo-prismatic parts are
typical examples of functional elements in a production machine. The
pseudo-prismatic parts are manufactured using material removal
manufacturing techniques, like milling or drilling, on numerically controlled
manufacturing machines to facilitate an automatic integration of design and
manufacturing.
A key element will be the ability to check manufacturability in the design
phase to ensure that a designed part can be produced 'right-first-time'. The
term manufacturability will be examined to show how generic or specific
this term is.
Furthermore it has to be checked whether such a system is able to
incorporate sufficient functionality to capture the 'design intent'. The
current implementation of the system integrating design and manufacturing,
called IDM, only allows design volumes to be subtracted from an initial
design state. In this thesis both binary and unary design operations are
examined for their ability to be mapped onto manufacturing operations.
An important element in the integration of design and manufacturing is the
product model, descrihing the targeted pseudo-prismatic parts. A suitable
product model must be found including a consistent toleranee model.
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2. lntegrating design and manufacturing

To comply with the growing demand for reduction in throughput time as
identified in [IMS-Globeman 94] a system is proposed to integrale the
design and manufacturing stages, with manufacturability checking in the
design stage. This system is called IDM (Integrating Design and
Manufacturing) and is based on the Bottorn-Up approach as described in
Section 1.2.4 enabling better utilisation ofthe available production resources
[Delbressine 89, 90, 94].
This chapter will describe the state of the IDM system at the beginning of
this research; the initial state of IDM. In Section 2.4 proposed extensions to
the IDM functionality are presented. The Backus-Naur Form (BNF) notation
is used to describe the functionality of the IDM system [Backus 62]. The
extensions will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
The targeted product range consists of pseudo-prismatic parts which are to
be manufactured in small batch sizes or in batches of one. These pseudoprismatic parts are manufactured using material removal techniques on
numerical controlled manufacturing machines.
The description of the model of this integrated system requires a good
understanding ofthe model basics.

2.1 Model basics
In numerous science fields such as materials engineering, computer science,
and physics the concept of states and state transitions is well known. A state
transition uses a given state as input and it results into a new state. The
concept of states and state transitions can be applied to describe the design
of mechanica} products: "Design States" and "Design Transformations"
(Figure 2.1 ).
Design
State i

Figure 2.1:

, . - - - - - - - - . Design

Design
Transformation

State i+1

Design process
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A design transformation is specified by the designer. When specifying a
design transformation, information is collected and processed conceming
geometry, functions, and manufacturing techniques. As stated before, in
conventional design the design transformations used are not explicitly
known or recorded. Generally only the nomina! geometry of the final
product is specified using drawings, wire frame models, surface models, or
volumetrie models.
Not all of these representation techniques result in a complete and consistent
representation of the design volume. Only a solid model representation can
describe the design volume completely. Several solid modeHing techniques
are described in appendices I and ll as well as the properties of the most
commonly used set operators subtract (\) and unite (u).
If design transformations are limited to manufacturable design
transformations only, the resulting design state is manufacturable, provided
the design process is initialised using a manufacturable initial design state.
Manufacturability can thus be ensured by introducing restrictions to the
design transformations, originating from limitations of the available
manufacturing processes.
The concept of manufacturable design transformati ons is translated into a set
of operators and operands. The designer uses these operators and operands
to specify a desired design transformation. The current design state is one of
the operands needed. The other operand depends upon the type of operation.
When designing single parts, the second operand is a "Design Object"
(Figure 2.2). A Design Object can he made specific for a manufacturing
technique, a function, or a modification of product geometry or material
properties. A Design Object is therefore application specific. Examples of
'Design Objects' in the manufacturing technique milling are 'Slots' and
'Pockets'.
Opeftor Design~Object
Manufacturable
Design State i

Figure 2.2:

Manufacturable
Design
Transformation

Manufacturable
Design State i+1

Operator and operands in design

The concept of design states and manufacturable design transitions can be
made clear by showinga typical design session using IDM (Figure 2.3).
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.. Design Object
(MO Rectangularpocket)

manufacturable Initial .. ,.
Design State
.. · · · · ·
(DSo)

multiple
Objects
(MO Cylindrical
Hole)

~Design

Design State ...... · · · · ·"
(DS2)

A...,U

..

x---Operator

resulting
Final Design State .... · · "
(FDS)

Figure 2.3:

Design Tree

The Design Tree shown in Figure 2.3 includes the design history and
resembles asolid rnadelling CSG tree (appendix I). IDM uses a hybrid solid
model representation. Besides the CSG model also a Boundary
Representation model [Braid 74] is incorporated in IDM to include all
topological information and support tolerancing. The CSG tree is used to
record the design history and enables the designer to step back several
Design Transformations.
The design is initiated with a manufacturable Initial Design State, from which
Design Objects are subtracted (operator \). This Design Transformation is
checked for manufacturability to guarantee that each resulting Design State
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is manufacturable. If all design transformations are valid the Final Design
State will be manufacturable.
Guaranteeing manufacturability is performed by mapping each Design
Transformation (application of a Design Object) onto matching Elementary
manufacturing Operations in the manufacturing stage. These Elementary
manufacturing Operations are able to physically remave the amount of
material indicated in the Design Transformation.
The entire Manufacturing Tree therefore willlook sirnilar to the Design Tree
(Set-ups and fixtures are not depicted):

u~ Elementary
Operations
(EO's)

Figure 2. 4:
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In literature, designing with shapes that have a significance, e.g. for
manufacturing, is commonly referred to as Feature Based Design [Shah 91].
The functionality of the initial IDM system can be described in a notatien
used by developers of computer languages for expressing syntax; the
Backus-Naur Form (BNF) notatien [appendix IV]. For sake of clarity the
BNF notatien is supplemented withindices (i). The expressions are grouped
in the two stages of the integrated system, design and manufacturing, and the
link between them, process planning.

Figure 2.5:

Linking design and manujacturing

There is no distinct boundary between the design stage and the process
planning since a lot of iterations between them are made while designing. For
instanee it is checked whether valid manufacturing operations can be found
that can perform the manufacturing equivalent of the design operation. The
boundary between process planning and the manufacturing stage however is
strict because no further iterations are allowed between these two stages. In
sections 2.2 and 2.3 the expressions are further explained and extended.
MS1 =MS1.1- EO.

r

=(

MSo
"Biock"l "Cylinder'').
EO=(
1-1 e ).

Figure 2. 6:

BNF notation of the initia/ !DM system
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Abbreviations used:
OS: "Design State"
MO: "Manufacturable Object"
OT: "Design Transformation"
DO: "Design Opject"
FDS: "Final Design State"

MS: "Manufacturing State
EO: "Eiementary manufacturing
Operation"

Using the BNF notation the complete processes of design and manufacturing
can be described by:
design:
manufacturing:

FDS = DS 0 { OT [DS,MO] }.
Physical part= MSo {EO}.

2.2 Designing with IDM
To get a better view of the IDM system the subjects depicted in Figure 2.3
and Figure 2.4 are further explained.

2.2.1 Specifying the Initia/ Design State
To ensure manufacturable designs the design should be initiated with a valid
Initia! Design state (IDSo).
The Initia! Design State of a design is specified by entering the type of shape
used, the nominal dimensions, the tolerances, and the material type. A
database containing all available stock materials is consulted to check
whether a suitable stock material can be found that complies with all
specified conditions. Manufacturability of the Initial Design State is ensured
when such a stock material is found.
If no suitable stock material can be found, the IDM system selects a larger
stock material of the same material type completely enveloping the
requested stock volume. A micro process plan (Mpp) is made to remove the
over-measure of this stock materiaL Such a micro process plan consists of a
number of Elementary manufacturing Operations (EO's) and matching
cutting tools which are able to transform the larger stock material into the
manufacturing equivalent of the requested lnitial Design State. If a valid
micro process plan can be generated, the Initial Design State is assumed to
be manufacturable. Otherwise the designer is notified that the specified
Initial Design State is not manufacturable, and is asked to change the IDSo
specification.
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2.2.2 Applying manufacturable Design Transformations
After specifying the Initial Design State the designer alters the part by
applying manufacturable Design Transformations (Figure 2.2). Mapping the
design transformations onto manufacturing operations strongly depends on
the capabilities of the available manufacturing machines and manufacturing
processes and the ability to formalise these. Constraints result from physical
limitations of the manufacturing processes, such as achievable accuracy and
shape and the limitations of the available manufacturing machines.
The subtract operator (\) can be mapped onto material removal techniques
with certain restrictions to the Design Object being subtracted. The
constraints regarding the shape are caused by the type of material removal
technique being mapped upon. The manufacturing technique material
removal, e.g. milling, causes the Design Objects used to have rounded
concave corners. A specific subset of Design Objects is introduced; the
Manufacturable Objects (MO's).

Figure 2. 7:

Manufacturable Objects

After specifying the parameters of the Manufacturable Object, which
includes both dimension and toleranee values, the MO is located relatively
to the Initial Design State. The Design Transformation is accepted only if it
can be guaranteed that the Design Transformation is manufacturable. The
manufacturability analysis ensures this. The process of applying a Design
Transformation can be described in BNF as:
DSi

=DTtunction [ DSi-1 , MO ] =DSï-1 - MO.

2.2.3 Manufacturability analysis
Before actual application of a Manufacturable Object (MO)
manufacturability of the design transformation is checked given the current
Design State and the MO to be applied (Mtunctïon [DTtunction(DSj, MO)] ).
Several checks are made of which the micro process planning (Prunction) and
the reachability check (Rrunction) are the most important. In BNF notation is
specified that a Design Transformation is manufacturable if both the micro
process planning (Prunction) and the reachabllity check (Rtunction) are valid.
Mtunction [DTtunction(DSio MO)] -? Boolean = Rrunction [MO, DSi] 1\
Prunction[MO].
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The micro process plan has a collection of Elementary manufacturing
Operatiens which match the manufacturable Design Transformation. During
the micro process plan generation it is checked whether a suitable
manufacturing machine and suitable cutting tools can be found to perform
the chosen operations. If no valid micro process plan can be generated, for
example because of a very small rounding or too tight tolerances, the design
transformation is considered to be not manufacturable. The designer will be
notified of the nature of the manufacturability problem and asked to correct
it.
To check whether the Elementary manufacturing Operatiens (EO's) can be
performed without generating a collision, reachability of the EO's is
analysed; Rtunction [ MO, DSi ]. A Toolsvolume is created comprising of the
envelope volume created by the tools chosen in the micro process planning
and their movements (Figure 2.8).
Tooiholder
Tooiholder

Toolsvolume

Toolpath

Endmill

Figure 2.8:

Toolsvolume

A manufacturable design transformation must have at least one valid
Toolsvolume, indicating that no collisions are to be expected when
performing the Elementary manufacturing Operations. lf no valid
Toolsvolume can be found the design is considered to be not
manufacturable. Again, the designer is notified of this problem and is asked
to correct the non-manufacturability (i.e., by enlarging the radii used, which
allows for larger tools) so that no callision occurs.
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2.2.4 The design tree
All design transformations, including the initial design state and the location
relations used, are stored in a so called design tree effectively capturing the
design history. The design tree further includes a complete description of the
nomina} geometry, the deviations on the nomina} geometry, the tolerances,
and manufacturing information. A graphic example of a Design Tree is
given in Figure 2.3.
If entities from the design tree are modified or deleted, a complete
manufacturability check of all design transformations is performed to
guarantee manufacturability.

2.3 Process planning in IDM
Process planning in IDM can be subdivided into 4 major tasks (Groot 93). In
Figure 2.9 the ordering of these tasks is depicted from left to right: at first
Set-up planning, then fixture planning, then ordering of manufacturing
processes, and finally NC-code generation.

Set-Up
planning

Figure 2.9:

Process planning in IDM

2.3.1 Set-up planning
A Set-up is defined as the position and orientation of the stock material or
an Intermediate Manufacturing State on a manufacturing machine including
the Elementary manufacturing Operations ofthe design transformations that
can be performed at this location. This specification of the term Set-up is
different from the Set-up used in CAM-I. In Cam-I the Set-up only specifies
the position and orientation of the stock material [Ferreira 90].
The reachability of manufacturable design transformations in the design tree
depends on the contiguration of the available manufacturing machine [Woo
90]. A manufacturing machine is chosen, after which an optimal Set-up
planning (the least number ofSet-up's) is performed. Often it is not possible
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to completely manufacture the part in a single Set-up. In that case the design
transformations have to be distributed over several Set-up's and possibly
over other manufacturing machines. Two factors influence this distribution:
•
•

reachability of the design transformation
sensitivity to rotation of the stated tolerances

Not all design transformations can be freely distributed over the Set-up's
found. The stated toleranee relations must be respected teading to pairs of
design transformations that have to be kept together. Sometimes these pairs
have to be split up resulting in broken toleranee relations due to the limited
reachability of the manufacturing machine.
The pairs of design transformations having a toleranee relation that is
sensitive to rotation are preferably put in the same Set-up. Only positional
errors can be compensated in the controller of the manufacturing machine by
introducing a zero-point offset; the rotational errors remain. Thus broken
tolerances are mainly affected by rotational errors in setting-up the part. To
differentiate between the stated toleranee relations the sensitivity for
rotational errors is analysed in [Boerma 90], [Kals 90] using toleranee
factors.
A second factor in the distribution of the separate design transformations is
the reachability of these design transformations via their toolsvolumes. If a
design transformation is reachable it is available for Set-up planning.

2.3.2 Fixture planning
Fixture planning in IDM can be subdivided in:
•
•

the selection of surfaces to be used for positioning, support, and
clamping of the part.
the selection of fixturing tools.

For each of the Set-up's surfaces are selected that are able to position the
part and hold it in place during manufacturing. Sometimes extra surfaces are
selected to guarantee stability of the part during manufacturing. Preferably
the so called 3-2-1 method is used to position and clamp the part. The part to
be fixed is completely determined; all six degrees of freedom are restricted.
The x-y plane (Figure 2.1 0) restricts translations of the workpiece in the
z_direction and restricts rotations about both the x_axis and the y_ axis. The
y-z plane restricts translations of the workpiece in x_direction as well as
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rotati ons about the z_axis. Finally the x-z plane restricts translations of the
workpiece in the y_direction.

x-y plane
--11--~

Figure 2.10:

translation axis

.., ..,

rotation axis

3-2-1 method [Groot 93]

Selecting fixturing tools in IDM is performed interactively. However, the
IDM system will validate the chosen fixturing tools for reachability of the
applied Design Transformations.
2.3.3 Ordering of manufacturing processes
Two strategies exist to plan the Elementary manufacturing Operations
(EO's) within a Set-up: forward planning and backward planning. The order
in which theEO's are planned and the order in which they are executed is
the same in a forward planning strategy. IDM uses a backward planning
strategy. The EO's betonging to pairs of design transformations having a
strict toleranee relation will be planned first, and manufactured last,
minimising the risk of darnaging vulnerable surfaces.

Within a Set-up the EO's resulting from the Design Transformations are
ordered and transformed to minimise the time neerled to manufacture the
part. Preeedenee relations are essential in ordering the EO's [Delbressine
93]. In Figure 2.11 all groups ofEO's (compoundEO's) fora Set-up ofan
example part are depicted. The groups are numbered in the order in which
they were applied in the Design Transformations.
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Figure 2.11:

Compound Elementary manufacturing Operations

The reachability of the different Elementary manufacturing Operatiens in a
Set-up is described in a preeedenee graph which is constantly updated by the
IDM system (Figure 2.12). This graph describes the preeedenee relations; in
which order the compound EO's may be planned for manufacturing. The
reachability check includes callision detection with the fixture elements.

Compound EO 1 can be planned at once because no other Compound EO
obstructs it approach. However, Compound EO 6 can only be reached if
Compound EO 1 has already been p1anned. This preeedenee relation is
depicted in Figure 2. 12.
The preeedenee relation of Compound EO 17 is a special case. It can either
be planned after Compound EO 16 has been planned or after both Compound
EO 2 and Compound EO 11 have been planned. In Figure 2.12 this latter
relation is indicated with a double are.
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STOCK

preeedenee relations

Figure 2.12: Preeedenee graphfor compound EO planning

The resulting order of Elementary manufacturing Operations can be
modified by the process planner if e.g. the manufacturing stability is not
optimal due to the sequence of operation. IDM however, will check these
changes for manufacturability and preeedenee relations.
2.3.4 NC code generation
The IDM system incorporates aNCcode generator. This NC code generator
transforms the elementary manufacturing processes within one Set-up into
Numeric Control code for the chosen manufacturing machine model. The
manufacturing machine model includes a complete description of the
machine with the controller used. Currently, NC code can be generated only
for a 5-axis MAHO 700S milling machine using a Philips CNC432
controller.

The most difficult part in generating NC code is the transformation of
workpiece co-ordinates into machine co-ordinates, especially for 5-axis
milling machines. Imptementing NC code generation for other
manufacturing machines is possible. The manufacturing machine model for
a new milling machine can inherit functionality from similar milling
machines with similar controllers.
The NC code generation can bedescribed as generating NC code for every
Elementary manufacturing Operation (EO) in a Set-up. The toolpaths are
generated to reach the startpoint of the EO and to perform the EO.
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Optionally a new cutting tool is specified. In BNF notation this can be
described as:
NCgeneration [ Setupi
NCrunction

[EO]

=(

1="i/ EO e Setup i NCruclion [EO].
NCGetTool

[EO]

NCGotoStartpoint [EO]
NCPerform [EO]

).

2.4 Extensions to IDM functionality
A common argument to reject Feature Based Design systems like IDM in its
initial state is that it imposes too many limitations upon the designer. By
using a limited set of Design Objects, which can only be subtracted from an
initia! design state, the designer has insufficient tools to design a multitude
ofparts [Krikhaar 92].

In this thesis the Feature Based Design capabilities of the IDM system will
be extended beyond the binary subtract operator only. Manufacturability is
still guaranteed in the design stage. The system is extended with the unite
operator as wellas the unary operators blend, extrude, chamfer, and surface
treatment. The extended functionality refutes the argument to reject Feature
Based Design Systems because it would have too limited capabilities.
In Figure 2.13 the targeted IDM functionality is depicted using a BackusNaur Form (BNF) notation. Several elements of the extended functionality
of the targeted IDM functionality are emphasised:
•

The possible design operators are extended beyond the subtract operator
only and will include the design operators unite, blend, extrude, chamfer,
etching, and CVD. The surface treatment operations are interpreted for
their geometrical implications on the nomina! surface description only.
These implications will be discussed in Chapter 4.

•

The Design Objects used are extended beyond Manufacturable Objects
only. Primitive Objects and combinations of Primitive Objects, the
Compound Objects, can be used with the binary operators subtract and
unite.

•

Composing several Primitive Objects to a Compound Object effectively
introduces additional design functionality. Design objects are not only
applied, but can also be composed in a new design phase; the
composition phase.
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•

Guaranteeing manufacturability while designing is still based on
Manufacturable Objects (MO's). Other applications of Design Objects
like Primitive Objects or Compound Objects have to be translated to
Manufacturable Objects acmeving the same end-result This translation is
not trivial and will be discussed in Chapter 3.

•

The manufacturing stage remains the same even with the introduetion of
new design operators and new Design Objects.

Abbreviations used:
MS: "Manufacturing State"
TVS: ''Toolsvolumes"
DS: "Design State"
MO: "Manufacturable Object"
DO: "Design Object"
Mpp: "Micro Process Plan"
EO: "Eiementary Manufacturing
Operation"

FDS: "Final Design State"
Ttunclion: "Create Toolsvolumes"
Ptunction: "Process Planning"
Rtunction: "Reachability"
Mtunction: "Manufacturability"
DTrunction: "Design Transformation"

MSo

=( "Biock"l "Cylinder'' ).

EO=cr

Figure 2.13:

1-1 e ).

Targeted /DM functionality
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Using the BNF notation the complete processes of design and manufacturing
can be described by:
design:
manufacturing:

FDS =DS0 { DT [ DS,DO] I DT [ DS] }.
Physical part= MS0 {EO}.

In Chapter 3 the use ofbinary operators in IDM will be discussed. Chapter 4
addresses the use of unary operators.
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3. Binary design operations

ln this chapter binary design operations are mapped onto the manufacturing

technique material removal and it is checked whether these design
operations are manufacturable. The material removal techniques used are
milling, drilling, centre drilling, reaming, boring, and threading.
Design Transformations can be subdivided according to the types of
operands. If one ofthe operandsis a Design Object and the other operand is
a Design State, the Design Transformation is said to be of the application
type. Typical examples of application operations are the subtract and the
unite operation.
If both operands are Design Objects the. Design Transformation is of the
composition type. Operators that can be used in the composition are
subtract, unite, and interseet operator. The result of this composition is a
Design Object of type Compound Object and can either be used to be
composed further (resulting in a new Compound Object) or it can be applied
on a Design State. Composing objects can be viewed as creating subbranches in the Design Tree.
It is also possible for both operands to be of type Design State. The Design

Transformation is then of type assembly. The design operator assembly will
not be illustrated in this chapter.

3.1 Shapes used
Within IDM several types of Design Objects are defined that can be used in
a Design Transformation.
Until now, available Feature Based Design approaches mainly use the
design operator subtract. The shapes that are used are specifically designed
for a subtract design operation, which is mapped onto a material removal
manufacturing technique like milling or drilling.
ln the initia! IDM system only subtract design operations were allowed

[Delbressine 89]. These shapes are called Manufacturable Objects (MO's)
and are depicted in Figure 3.1. MO's incorporate toleranee information as
well as knowledge about their manufacture.
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MOrectangular
Pocket

Figure 3.1:

MOslot

MOcylindrical
Hole

Manufacturable Objects of the initia! /DM system

Only using the design operator subtract in a Feature Based Design approach
is too restrictive in a design environment. At least the unite operator should
be available, for example to define a slightly more complex stock material
or to add protrusions.
In the IDM system Primitive Objects (PO's) are defined for this purpose.

Having a basic shape, these Design Objects are able to describe the nominal
geometry of a part. The PO's also incorporate toleranee information. PO's
can be used for both the design operator unite and subtract. As compared to
Manufacturable Objects, the Primitive Objects themselves need not he
manufacturable. When applied the IDM system very often needs to modify
these Primitive Objects to make them manufacturable. This modification
will he explained later on in this chapter. Primitive Objects can he used in
the application phase as well as in the composition phase. The Primitive
Objects used are illustrated in Figure 3.2.

PO cylindrical PO curved
Hole
Wedge

Figure 3.2:

PO box

PO hollow
Wedge

PO wedge

Primitive Objects

Another type of Design Object is the Compound Object (CO). Compound
Objects consist of anumber of Primitive Objects (PO's), including their
toleranee relations. A Compound Object can be applied with both the design
operator unite and subtract. An example of a compound object, with the
PO's it is composed of, is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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PO curved
Wedge

PO box

Figure 3.3:

Compound Object

The design operation interseet is not mentioned in the enumeration of
Design Operations, because its use will be very limited when
manufacturability is to be guaranteed automatically. Manufacturability can
only be analysed when intersecting two prismatic Design Objects results in
another prismatic object. This is a fundamental limitation of the IDM
system. As in Feature Recognition, the shape must be analysed to see if it
can be described by a more generic object; an MOfreeform pocket (see
section 3.2.1).

3.2 The application stage
3.2.1 Subtracting Manufacturable Objects
When applying a Manufacturable Object on a Design State, it has to be
determined whether this application is valid. As already mentioned in
chapter 2, a suitable micro process plan has to be made and the reachability
of the MO has to be checked to guarantee the manufacturability of this
Design Transformation. The manufacturability analysis is performed
automatically by the IDM system as described inSection 2.2.3.

By analysing the stated tolerances in the Design Transformation and the
parts' material type a suitable manufacturing method can be chosen. The
manufacturing method must be able to manufacture the faces of the
Manufacturable Object (MO) within the stated tolerances. Depending on the
roundings of the MO geometry and the method used, cutting tools are
selected from a database, in which all available cutting tools are listed.
Elementary manufacturing Operations (EO's) are planned that completely
describe the cutting tool movements.
lf no suitable cutting tools can be found, the designer is notified that the
Design Transformation is not manufacturable.
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The generation of these Elementary manufacturing Operatiens depends on
the contour description of the MO and whether it has 'islands'. It uses
Voronoi diagrams [Held 91] and is based on the methad of 'monotonous
areas' as described in [Lambregts 95, 96]. Especially for the MOfreefarmpocket this methad is valuable. An example of such an MOfreefarm-pocket
is given in Figure 3. 4.

Figure 3.4:

MOfreeform-pocket withits Voronoi diagram

The Voronoi diagram is used to generate the Elementary manufacturing
Operatiens (EO's) given the diameter of the tools used and the required
finish-milling offset. Figure 3.5 depiets the toolpaths (ofthe EO's) betonging
to the MOfreefarm-pocket

Figure 3. 5:

Elementary manufacturing Operations

If the generation of the Elementary manufacturing Operatiens is successful
and a valid micro process plan is found it must be checked whether the micro
process plan is still valid at the location (position and orientation) ofthe MO.
Toolsvolumes are used to check the reachability of the MO. At least one
Toolsvolume must be valid to deelare reachability and thus manufacturabîlity
of the Design Transformation. The MOfree.form pocket of Figure 3.4 has
two possible Toolsvolumes with approach directions perpendicular to the
drawing plane and opposite of each other.
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lf no collision-free Toolsvolume is available, alternative cutting tools are
tried, if available. An alternative can consist of a cutting tooi with a longer
stick-out length. At least one suitable micro process plan and one collisionfree toolsvolume have to be available to guarantee the manufacturability of
the Design Transformation.

3.2.2 Subtracting Primitive Objects
A disadvantage of the use of Primitive Objects (PO's) is that the subtract
operator cannot be directly mapped onto material removal manufacturing
techniques like milling. This mapping of PO's is nota one-on-one mapping
as is the case with a Manufacturable Object. These MO's were specifically
designed for the design operation 'subtract'.
When the immediate surroundings are taken into account however, the
subtracted PO (-PO) can be mapped onto material removal operations. To
achieve this the volume of the subtracted PO needs to be extended to allow
for the tooi to completely remove the shape of the PO while manufacturing.
The surrounding space of the subtracted PO determines how much the tools
can exceed the shape of that PO and which faces of the PO can be given an
enlarging offset. The immediate surrounding space of the subtracted PO
determines whether that PO can be manufactured.
resulting
MO freeform
pocket

Figure 3.6:

Modifoing a subtracted Primitive Object

The conversions of the subtracted PO onto Manufacturable Objects requires
an extension to the Design and Manufacturing Tree concept. Instead of only
using a single Design Tree two design trees are introduced of which the
latter one is only used intemally by the IDM system. Since only subtracted
Design Objects (MO's and PO's) are to be used as the designers' input the
design tree is called the "pure negative" Design Tree. The Envelope used in
the MO-based Design Tree is the minimal Bounding Box enveloping the
Design State, with the same orientation as the Initial Design State.
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"pure negative"
Design Tree
Initia! Design
State
\ MO 1 Slot
\PO 2 Box
\PO 3Wedge
\P04 Box

Figure 3. 7:

MO-based Design Tree

Manufacturing Tree

Envelope
\ MO 1 Slot
\ MO 2 Reet. Pocket
\ MO 3 Freeform Pocket
\ MO 4 Freeform Pocket

Stock
Setup 1: \EO 1
\EO 2
\EO 3
Setup 2: \E04
\EO 5

Design and Manufacturing Trees

As shown in Figure 3.6 a subtracted Primitive Object (-PO) has to be
modified to allow for the cutting tool(s) to completely remove the shape of
that PO. The resulting modified shape is per definition a Manufacturable
Object. For each type of subtracted PO a large number of possible
Manufacturable Objects can be generated. What type of MO is suitable for
a partienlar -PO depends on its immediate surrounding in the current
Intermediate Design State.
A more generic approach is possible. This approach is based on the faces
and face transitions of the PO and the relations of these faces with the
immediate surroundings of the application. This approach maps the
subtracted PO onto an MO:freeform-pocket. The outer contour of the 2.5D
shape is constructed with circle- and line segments.
Not only the shape of the PO, but also the toleranee relations need to be
converted from the -PO to the generated MOfreeform-pocket (Section 5.3).
This conversion is called the PO level manufacturability checking, resulting
in an "in principle" manufacturable MO (i.e. the MO has roundings, but no
check is made if a suitable tooi can be found).
After the generation of the MOfreeform-pocket the corresponding
(micro )process plan can be generated and the reachability of the subtracted
MO can be checked using approach-veetors perpendicular to the top and the
bottorn surface of the MO. These checks are called the MO level
manufacturability checking (i.e. the MO roundings are large enough for the
selected tooi). If the micro process plan can be generated and reachability is
established, manufacturability can be guaranteed for the subtracted PO.
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3.2.2.1 Manufacturing optimisations

Although the mapping of a single subtracted PO onto an MOfreefarm pocket
will render the desired results, it does not lead to an optimal process plan if
more subtracted PO's have been applied. For instanee two adjacent
subtracted PO's will be transformed into two MOfreefarm pockets that
overlap, which results in inefficient manufacturing.
This can be corrected by joining the overlapping MOfreefarm-pockets in the
process planning phase and planning them together.
Even more efficient manufacturing can be achieved. Unlike MO's, PO's can
be approached from several directions that do not need to be perpendicular
to the top-face. These approach directions are called approach-vectors.
When manufacturing PO's the general approach direction is not fixed,
resulting in a number of manufacturing alternatives [Zentjens 93].
Approach vector

Approach vector

Figure 3.8:

Manufacturing Alternatives

The optima! approach direction of a single -PO does not always result in
optimal manufacturing of the part, so relations to other
Primitive/Manufacturable Objects have to be taken into account.
For efficient manufacturing it is more appropriate to group a number of
subtracted PO's and then translate that group into one, slightly more
complex (layered) MOfreeform-pocket. This type of MOfreefarm-pocket
consists of multiple freeform-pockets that are placed on top of each other,
thus combining the elementary manufacturing operations (EO's).
3.2.3 Adding Primitive Objects
When adding Primitive Objects, the mapping from design operations and
design states onto material removal manufacturing operations and
manufacturing states becomes even more complex but is still possible.
Manufacturability can still be guaranteed while designing.
This mapping is done by descrihing the surrounding space of the positive
PO by a number of subtracted Primitive Objects which are converted into
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subtracted Manufacturable Objects. If needed, the volume of the Initia!
Design State is enlarged. The collection of subtracted Manufacturable
Objects combined with a possibly enlarged Envelope is mapped onto a
Stock material (an Initial Manufacturing State) and a set of manufacturing
operations (EO's) in the Manufacturing Tree.
The conversions of the added PO onto subtracted PO's and subsequently
onto Manufacturable Objects again requires an extension to the Design and
Manufacturing Tree concept. Instead of only using a "pure negative" Design
Tree and an MO-based Design Tree, three design trees are introduced of
which the latter two are only used internally by the IDM system.
•

The CSG Design Tree records the designers' input.

•

The "pure negative" Design Tree consists of a positive Envelope and a
number of Design Objects that are subtracted from the Envelope,
resulting in an Intermediate Design State equal to the Intermediate
Design State of the CSG Design Tree. The Envelope is described as the
minimal Bounding Box enveloping the Design State. The Envelope and
the Initial Design State have the same orientation.

•

The MO-based Design Tree consists of a positive Envelope, which
equals the Envelope of the "pure negative" Design Tree, and a number
of Manufacturable Objects that are subtracted from the Envelope. These
MO's originate from either an MO or a PO in the "pure negative"
Design Tree. Again the Intermediate Design State equals the
Intermediate Design State of both the CSG Design Tree and the "pure
negative" Design Tree.

The mapping of design operations onto manufacturing operations can thus
be depicted as:
CSG Design Tree
Initia! Design State
\ MO 1 Slot
u P02Wedge
\ PO 3 Box

"pure negative"
Design Tree
Envelope
\ MO 1 Slot
\P02Box
\PO 3 Wedge
\ P04 Box

Figure 3.9:
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MO-based Design Tree

Manufacturing Tree

Envelope
\ MO 1 Slot
\ MO 2 Reet Pocket
\ MO 3 Freeform Pocket
\ MO 4 Freeform Pocket

Stock
Setup 1: \EO 1
\E02
\EO 3
Setup 2: \E04
\EO 5

Design and Manufacturing Trees
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A design in IDM is started by specifying an Initial Design State (IDSo)
which is recorded in the CSG Design Tree. The volume of the IDS 0 is used
to initialise both the "pure negative" Design Tree and the MO-based Design
Tree with an Envelope. A suitable Stock material is chosen in the
Manufacturing Tree, possible supplemented with Elementary manufacturing
Operations (EO's) that can remove the over-measure of the Stock, so that
the resulting volume matches the volume of the Envelope (and thus the
Initial Design State).
Every Design Transformation performed in the CSG Design Tree must be
mapped on all consecutive Design Trees in Figure 3.9. Only when all
mappings can be performed, the Design Transformation is considered to be
manufacturable.

3.2.3.1 Mapping the PO unite operation onto material remaval
manufacturing
When adding a Primitive Object that will be mapped onto a material
removal process, the surrounding volume of the added PO has to be
removed and the "Envelope" sometimes has to be enlarged. To deterrnine
whether an enlargement is needed is easy. If the added PO exceeds the
current Envelope an enlargement is necessary, and a new Stock material
must be chosen.
The volume to remove is also easy to determine: the Intermediate Design
State must be subtracted from the solid representing the Envelope, resulting
in the material to be removed.
To determine the manufacturing operations needed to manufacture the
current Intermediate Design State two principally different types of
recognition can be employed. First of all the pure geometrie feature
recognition approach extensively dealt with in [Choi 84], [Comey 91 ], [Erve
88], [Pemg 90] and [Shpitalni 91]. Secondly a deduction of a collection of
subtracted Primitive andl or Manufacturable Objects given the information
of their design operation. The second approach will be discussed here since
it uses information from the designing process to assist in the determination
of the manufacturing operations needed. No 'manufacturing features' have
to be 'reidentified' as pointed out by [Chamberlain 93].
After every unite operation all Manufacturable Objects in the MO-based
Design Tree have to be checked for reachability, because the added PO can
interseet with the Toolsvolumes ofthe listed MO's.
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"Pure negative" design tree generation for +PO's
Since the mapping of the "pure negativeu design tree onto an MO-based
design tree has already been described in section 3.2.2, our attention will
focus on the mapping of the CSG Design Tree onto the "pure negative"
Design Tree. The mapping is generated using a number of steps which will
be illustrated by an example. In this example a PO of type Box will be added
to the current Intermediate Design State as shown in Figure 3.10:

(0.------

~ PObox

l

Figure 3.10:

CSG Design Tree example

Step 1: Complementary PO construction

The first step in descrihing the surrounding volume of the added PO is to
generate the complementary Primitive Object ofthe added PO, the PO-. The
complementary Primitive Object comprises of zero or more Primitive
Objects. Together with its complementary PO's each +PO forms a, not
necessarily minimal, bounding rectangular box as shown in Figure 3.11.
Primitive
Objects
Complement

8/CSJ
BB. ~.

Figure 3.11:

0

Primitive Objects and their complements (PO-)

In our example the complementary PO of the applied +PObox is an empty
collection (PObox- = 0). Relevant toleranee information of the +PO is
converted into toleranee information of the coHeetion of subtracted PO's. In
chapter 5 the toleranee model used will be illustrated.
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Step 2: Generating the oriented Bounding Box

The generated rectangular box, comprising the +PO and the PO- is
supplemented with POwedges to create an oriented Bounding Box. This
oriented Bounding Box and the Envelope have per definition an equal
orientation. This is done to accommodate for the application of the +PO and
its interaction between already applied -PO's and MO's. The generated
oriented Bounding Box is shown in Figure 3.12:

Figure 3.12:

Oriented Bounding Box

Again the relevant toleranee information of the added PO has to be
converted into toleranee information ofthe generated -POwedges.
Step 3: Envelope enlarging

The oriented Bounding Box is checked against the current Envelope. If the
oriented Bounding Box protrucles from this Envelope, the Envelope has to
be enlarged. Extra -POboxes have to be inserted in the "pure negative"
Design Tree to compensate for the enlargement of the Envelope and a new
Stock material must be chosen in the Manufacturing Tree. In the example of
the application ofthe +PObox the Envelope needs no enlargement.
Step 4: Modijj;ing the Oriented Bounding Box

All generated -PO's of the negative part of the oriented Bounding Box
having a partial intersection with the current Intermediate Design State are
modified. Wholly intersecting negative PO's will be removed from the
negative part of the oriented Bounding Box. A typical example of wholly
intersecting negative PO of a Bounding Box is introduced when an PO is
located on an oblique face as depicted in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13:

Wholly intersecting negative PO

Partially intersecting components (PO's) will be modified, because otherwise
too much material will be removed. The partial intersecting PO is split up in
several (smaller) PO's descrihing that part ofthe PO that has no intersection
with the Intermediate Design State. The intersecting PO is preferably split up
along the major axes directions of the Intermediate Design State. An example
of a partially intersecting PO of the Bounding Box is depicted in Figure 3. 14 .

...-t:=~-1:·: Several PO's resulting
from splitting up the
partial intersecting PO

Figure 3.14: Partial intersecting negative PO is ~plit up
It is not allowed for the added PO itself to have an intersection with the

current Intermediate Design State. This restrietion prevents overlapping
PO's for which manufacturability cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, when
positioning and orienting a Primitive Object only face-on-face relationships
are allowed.
In the example of the application of the +PObox the oriented Bounding Box
does not need to be modified.

Step 5: Modifying previously generated/ applied -PO's
The oriented Bounding Box of the added Primitive Object can have
intersections with other Primitive Objects in the "pure negative" design tree.
These Primitive Objects need to be modified as shown in Figure 3.15.
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The intersecting previously generated or applied subtracted Primitive Objects
are split up along the major axes of the Intermediate Design State. In the
example the Bounding Box has an intersection with a previously generated
PO box, which will be split up as illustrated in Figure 3 .15.
a) describes the Intermediate Design State and all applied or generated
subtracted Design Objects from the "pure negative" Design Tree.
b) describes the Bounding Box, having an intersectien with the previously
applied PObox.
c) This previously applied PObox is split up along the major axes of the
Intermediate Design State. In this section a previously generated PObox
is split up in the z-direction.
d) Subsequently the resulting part of the previously applied PO box, depicted
in section d), is split up in the x-direction.
e) Finally the resulting part is split up in y-direction.
f)

Since the resulting part is completely split up, the previously applied
PObox is removed from the "pure negative" Design Tree. The resulting
parts of splitting up the previously applied PObox and the negative parts
of the Bounding Box are now applied to the "pure negative" Design
Tree. The positive PObox, specified in the CSG Design Tree, is added to
the lntermediate Design State of the "pure negative" Design Tree.

'I

x
c)

Bounding Box

d)

e)

Figure 3.15: Interaction witha/ready applied -PO's
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From this stage on the mapping from the "pure negative" Design Tree onto
the MO-based design tree is performed to guarantee manufacturability of the
added Primitive Object.
3.2.4 An IDM example.
The proposed approach will be used to describe the product creation cycle
from the CSG input to the creation of the MO-based design tree and the
implications for the subsequent Manufacturing Tree. Just eleven CSG
operations are used to generate the example part using both Primitive and
Manufacturable Objects. The Primitive Objects are either added to the
Intermediale Design State or subtracted from the Intermediale Design State.
The example part is depicted in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3. I 6:

Example part

Every Design Transformation performed on the CSG Design Tree is
illustrated by both the resulting volume of the Intermediale Design State and
the matching "pure negative" Design Tree. The implications of the Design
Transformation for the "pure negative" Design Tree are discussed.
Design Transformation 0: specifYing an Initial Design State:
~.;:;.,=,~::::..:;z;:.:....:,.:...::..;:;.--1

Figure 3. I 7:
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Resulting volume

: "pure negative" Design Tree

Specifying an Initia! Design State
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The design is started with an Initial Design State. The "pure negative"
Design Tree is initialised with an Envelope matching the volume of the
IDSo. If the specified material, with the specified dimensions and tolerances,
is available from stock the volume ofthe Initial Manufacturing State (Stock)
matches the volume ofthe Initial Design State (IDSo).
If no such stock material is present matching the Initial Design State, a

larger Stock material is chosen. The Manufacturing Tree will he initialised
with a volume having an over-measure (the stock material) supplemented
with several Elementary manufacturing Operations (EO's) that can
transform the stock material into a volume matching the specified Initia!
Design State (IDSo).
Design Transformation 1: applying a Design Object of type POwedge:
CSG Design Tree
Initia! Design State
v PO 1 Wedge

Resulting volume

"pure negative" Design Tree

Figure 3.18: Adding POwedge 1
When adding the Design Object POwedge to the Initial Design State (IDS 0)
the steps mentioned insection 3.2.3 have to he observed.
Step 1 prescribes that a complementary PO must he constructed. In this case
the complementary PO (P0 1-) is of type POwedge which forms a Bounding
Box together with the specified "v PO 1 Wedge". The Bounding Box and the
IDS 0 have the same orientation, indicating that the Bounding Box does not
need to he orientated (Step 2). Since the "v PO 1 Wedge" is placed on top of
the IDS 0 the Envelope has to he enlarged (Step 3). The Envelope of the
"pure negative" Design Tree is augmented with a PObox to compensate for
this enlargement, having the samelengthand width as the Envelope. A new
stock material in the Manufacturing Tree is chosen to completely contain the
Manufacturing Tree is also
volume of the larger Envelope. The
supplemented with Elementary manufacturing Operations that can transform
the stock material, with an over-measure, to a volume matching the larger
Envelope.
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The Bounding Box in Step 4 does not need to he modified because it has no
(partial) intersections with the IDSo. In Step 5: ModifYing previously applied
-PO's the Bounding Box is checked for intersections with negative Design
Objects in the "pure negative" Design Tree. Since the Bounding Box
(BBox) has an intersection with the PObox (compensation for the
enlargement) this PObox has to he split up.

Figure 3.19:

Step 5 of Design Transformation I

The resulting "pure negative" Design Tree is illustrated in Figure 3.18 and
consists of the complementary PO and the resulting PObox (the modified
compensation for the enlargement).
With the "pure negative" Design Tree completed, all negative Design
Objects in this tree have to he checked for manufacturability. For each
negative Design Object a micro process plan is generated and the tools used
are checked for reachability of the Design Object as described in sections
3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
Only when all negative Design Objects are manufacturable the Design
Transformation "u PO 1 Wedge" is accepted.
Design Transformation 2: applying a Design Object of type PObox:
CSG Design Tree
Initia! Design State
u PO 1 Wedge
u P02 Box

Figure 3.20:
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Resulting volume

Adding PObox 2

"pure negative" Design Tree
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Design Transformation 2 is analogous to the example of Figure 3.1 0. The
Envelope does not need to be enlarged. A previously generated -PO, being
the resulting PO box of Design Transformation 1, must be modified as is
depicted in Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.15.
Again all negative Design Objects in this "pure negative" Design Tree have
to be checked for manufacturability. For each negative Design Object a
micro process plan is generated and the tools used are checked for
reachability.
Design Transformation 3: applying a Design Object of type PObox:
CSG Design Tree
lnitial Design State
u PO 1 Wedge
u PO 2 Box
u PO 3 Box

Resulting volume

"pure negative" Design Tree

Figure 3.21: Adding PObox 3
Design Transformation 3 is analogous to Design Transformation 2.
However, in stead of the resulting PO box of Design Transformation 1,
another PObox must be modified.
Design Transformation 4: applying an MO Rectangtllar Pocket:
CSG Design Tree
lnitial Design State
u PO 1 Wedge
u PO 2 Box
u PO 3 Box
I MO 4 Reet. Pocket

Resulting volume : "pure negative" Design Tree

Figure 3.22: Subtracting MOrectangular-pocket 4
Because the MOrectangular-pocket is subtracted from the Intermediate
Design State the MOrectangular-pocket is simply copied to the "pure
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negative" Design Tree, no transformation is needed. Because it is of Design
Object type MO, it is also simply copied to the MO-based Design Tree,
where manufacturability is checked.
Design Transformation 5: applying an MO Rectangular Pocket:
CSG Design Tree
lnitial Design State
v PO 1 Weqge
v PO 2 Box
v PO 3 Box
I MO 4 Reet. Pocket
I MO 5 Reet. Pocket

Resulting volume i "pure negative" Design Tree

Figure 3.23: Subtracting MOrectangular-pocket 5
Again an MOrectangular-pocket is subtracted from the Intennediate Design
State. The MOrectangular-pocket is simply copied to the "pure negative"
Design Tree and the MO-based Design Tree, where it is checked for
manufacturability.
Design Transformation 6: applying an PObox:

v PO 2 Box
v PO 3 Box
I MO 4 Reet. Pocket
I MO 5 Reet. Pocket
v P06 Box

resulting
PO box

Figure 3.24: Adding PObox 6
Adding a PObox to the Intennediate Design State results in an enlargement
of the Envelope. To compensate for this enlargement the "pure negative"
Design Tree is supplemented with a subtracted PObox with a volume equal
to the volume of the enlargement (Step 3: Envelope enlarging). This
subtracted PObox is modified in Step 5 resulting in another PObox
(resulting PObox) which is indicated in Figure 3.24. Because a Design
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Object was positively applied all previously applied Design Objects of the
"pure negative" Design Tree must be checked for manufacturability. It could
be possible that the added PObox (u PO 6 Box) intersects with the
Toolsvolume of a previously applied Design Object.
Design Transformation 7: applying an MO cylindrical Hole:
CSG Design Tree
lnitial Design State
u PO 1 Wedge
u PO 2 Box
u PO 3 Box
I MO 4 Reet. Pocket
I MO 5 Reet. Pocket
u PO 6 Box
I MO 7 Cyl. Hole

Figure 3.25:

Resulting volume

"pure negative" Design Tree

Subtracting MOcylindrical-hole 7

Again a Manufacturable Object is applied to the currentlntermediate Design
State. The MOcylindrical-hole is simply copied to the "pure negative"
Design Tree and the MO-based Design Tree, where it is checked for
manufacturability.
Design Transformation 8: applying an MO cylindrical Hole:
CSG Design Tree
Initia! Design State
u PO 1 Wedge
u PO 2 Box
u PO 3 Box
I MO 4 Reet. Pocket
I MO 5 Reet. Pocket
u PO 6 Box
I MO 7 Cyl. Hole
I MO 8 Cyl. Hole

Figure 3.26:

Resulting volume

"pure negative" Design Tree

Subtracting MOcylindrical-hole 8

Analogous to Design Transformation 7 the MOcylindrical-hole is simply
copied to the "pure negative" Design Tree and the MO-based Design Tree,
where it is checked for manufacturability.
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Design Transformation 9: applying an POhollow-wedge:
CSG Design Tree
lnitial Design State
v PO 1 Wedge
v PO 2 Box
v PO 3 Box
I MO 4 Reet. Pocket
I MO 5 Reet. Pocket
v PO 6 Box
I MO 7 Cyl. Hole
I MO 8 Cyl. Hole
I PO 9 Hol. Wedg_e

Resulting volume

"pure negative" Design Tree

Figure 3.27: Subtracting POhollow-wedge 9
Because the POhollow-wedge is subtracted from the Intermediate Design
State the POhollow-wedge is simply copied to the "pure negative" Design
Tree. Because it is of Design Object type PO, it is transformed into a
Manufacturable Object and added to the MO-based Design Tree, where the
manufacturability is checked.
Design Transformation 10: applying an POhollow-wedge:
CSG Design Tree
lnitial Design State
v PO 1 Wedge
v P02 Box
v PO 3 Box
I MO 4 Reet. Pocket
I MO 5 Reet. Pocket
v PO 6 Box
I MO 7 Cyl. Hole
I MO 8 Cyl. Hole
I PO 9 Hol. Wedge
I PO 10 Hol. Wedge

Resulting volume

"pure negative" Design Tree

Figure 3.28: Subtracting POhollow-wedge JO
Analogous to Design Transformation 9 the POhollow-wedge is simply
copied to the "pure negative" Design Tree, after which it is transformed into
a Manufacturable Object and is added to the MO-based Design Tree, where
the manufacturability is checked.
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When all eleven Design Transformations are manufacturable the resulting
"pure negative" Design Tree is taken as a starting point for the defmite
process planning. The current MO-based Design Tree is not optimal,
because for every Design Object in the "pure negative" Design Tree a
matching Manufacturable Object exists in the MO-based Design Tree.
To enable a more efficient manufacturing, the Design Objects in the "pure
negative" Design Tree are grouped and transformed into MOfreeformpockets. The grouping is based on suitable approach-veetors of the
individual Design Objects. Large groups are pursued, preferably located in
the direction of the axes-system of the Initial Design State. This transformed
MO-based Design Tree is used in Set-up planning and fixture planning as
described in chapter 2. The MO-based Design Tree of the IDM example is
shown in Figure 3.29.

~

.........--

Applied
Manufacturable
Objects

/1

89 ~···.
\

Figure 3.29:

lntermediate
Design
State

Final
Design
State

MO-based Design Tree
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3.3 Discussion
The initial IDM functionality consisted only of subtracting Manufacturable
Objects from a specified Initial Design State. The negative design operations
were mapped onto material removal manufacturing techniques like milling
and drilling. However limited the implementation of the approach, it
enabled an integration of design and manufacturing with manufacturability
checking in the design stage.
This chapter has shown that the capabilities ofthe initial IDM system can be
enlarged toalso include the design operator unite. This positive operator can
still be mapped onto the material removal manufacturing technique milling.
The manufacturability of this positive operator can also be checked in the
design stage.
Other Design Objects were introduced acting as building blocks in the
geometrical design phase. These Design Objects consist of the Primitive
Objects and the MOfreeform-pocket.
The functionality of the IDM system is significantly enlarged by the
introduetion of the design operator unite and the new Design Objects,
refuting the common argument to denote Feature Based Design systems as
being to limited for the designer. In chapter 4 the capabilities of the IDM
system are further enhanced with the introduetion of several other design
operators; the unary design operators blend, chamfer, extrude, and surface
treatment.
To realise a positive design operation the surrounding volume of an applied
Design Object must be removed. Three separate Design Trees were
introduced to specity the volume to be removed. The first Design Tree
records the designers input. The second Design Tree completely describes
the volume to be removed using both Primitive and Manufacturable Objects.
The last Design Tree also completely describes the volume to be removed,
but only uses Manufacturable Objects that can be mapped one-on-one onto
the Manufacturing Tree.
Mapping the first (CSG) Design Tree onto the second ('pure negative')
Design Tree is basedon information about the applied Design Objects. This
mapping can be performed automatically by the IDM system as has been
shown. Mapping the 'pure negative' Design Tree onto the MO-based Design
Tree is also automatically performed using information of the subtracted
Design Objects (e.g. the possible approach directions, the stated tolerances).
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In Feature Recognition approaches similar subdivisions are made of the
volume to be removed. These approaches called Cell decomposition
techniques [Amstrong 82]. The spatially ordered cell decomposition is
generated by slicing the part with planes parallel to the major axes. These
decomposition techniques however re sult in a less optimal description of the
volume to be removed and tolerances are not included. Grouping the cells
for manufacturing is done with more difficulty as no information is available
other than the volume ofthe cells.
Pemg [Pemg 90] uses a different approach that is a combination of Feature
Based Design and Feature Recognition. In this approach a CSG design tree
is transformed into an equivalent design tree only containing negative
operations; a DSG (Destructive Solid Geometry) design tree. This DSG
design tree is used to recognise machining features.
The approach is limited as only elementary design volumes can be applied
to the CSG design tree that are parallel to the axes-system of the workpiece.
The approach cannot recognise for instanee holes at an arbitrary angle.
Chamberlain [Chamberlain 93] does allow for elementary design volumes to
be at an arbitrary angle. In this approach, implemented in the QTC II system,
the Boundary Representation of the designed part is taken as an input for
recognition. The method of 'backward growing' is used to decompose the
volume to be removed into negative features. These negative features are
still no machining features as no blended edges need to be present.
However, the possible approach directions for these features (step, pocket,
slot, blind-step, blind-slot) are fixed. This restricts the grouping of negative
'features' into, more complex, machining features as is possible in the IDM
system. Furthermore, no manufacturability check after every design
operation is present in the QTC II system.
3.3.1 Compound Objects
The composition stage is incorporated in IDM to allow for the application of
functional elements that can be reused. These elements are called
Compound Objects (CO's) and are used similar to the other Design Objects.
The CO's can be united with or subtracted from the Intermediate Design
State (IDS).
Subtracting a Compound Object from the IDS results in a subsequent
subtraction of all Design Objects. Uniting a Compound Object uses the
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same technique as uniting a Primitive Object to the IDS. The complement to
be used in Step 1 and 2 ( Section 3 .2 .3 .1) is generated while composing the
CO and recorded in a CO Design Tree. This CO Design Tree is similar to
the 'pure negative' Design Tree.
An example of a functional element that is able to clamp a shaft is depicted
in Figure 3.30. The Compound Object itself consists of 4 Design Objects.
The shaft is to be positioned in the largest MO Cylindrical hole. The shaft is
clamped by screwing a bolt through the two smaller MO Cylindrical holes.

MO Cylindrical

I1hole
I

MO Cylindrical
hole (threaded)

Figure 3.30: Clampingfunction described as a single Compound
Object
Related research
In related literature the term Compost te Features is also used instead of the
term Compound Objects.

Chen [Chen 91] describes compound features as an aggregation of primitive
features with spatial relationships or dependency relationships. These
Compound features are used for instanee to perform functions and for the
convenience of design. Chen indicates a hierarchy among features with the
possibility to inherit functional properties of the parent object.
Requicha [Requicha 89] mentions composite (volumetrie) features. These
features are Boolean combinations (often typically unions) of primitive
features that satisfy certain conditions. For example, a composite hole is a
connected solid that results from the union of cylindrical and conical
primitives having a common axis.
According to Pratt [Pratt 88] certain basic feature types are combined
frequently, and can therefore be regarcled as compound or combination
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features. He mentions examples such as the coaxiality of rotational features,
and a set of features that can all he machined in the same set-up.
In [Shah 91] simple and compound features are considered. According to

Shah it is difficult to distinguish between simple and compound features:
simple features can he considered to he the lowest order forms supported by
a feature-based system, while compound features can he decomposed into
two or more simple (predefined) features. For example, a stepped hole can
he decomposed into several hole features; therefore a stepped hole is a compound feature. In manufacturing however a stepped hole is viewed as a
single feature.
In the context of this thesis Compound Objects are defined as being a

combination of several simple Design Objects. The stated toleranee relations
among the faces of the compound object, as well as toleranee relations
relative to other faces, are incorporated in the compound object.
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4. Unary design operations

This chapter addresses the use of unary design operations in the IDM system
which are primarily mapped onto the manufacturing technique milling.
Blend, chamfer, extrude, and surface treatment are the design operators that
can be used in both the application stage and the composition stage.
Since all galvanic surface treatments are included in the stated dimensions
and tolerances of a technica} drawing, these galvanic surface treatments are
analysed fortheir affect on the material removal pre-treatment of the part
The use of unary design operators in the CSG Design Tree builds heavily on
the methodology of applying Primitive Objects (PO's) to the Intermediate
Design State. The manufacturability of unary design operations is checked
using a method similar to the method described in chapter 3. The unary
design operators in the CSG Design Tree are constantly mapped onto the
"pure negative" Design Tree. This "pure negative" Design Tree is
subsequently mapped on the MO-based Design Tree in which the
manufacturability (micro process planning and reachability) is checked.
Like the other design operations the unary design operations lead to either an
increase or a decrease in the total design volume. This volume modification
is independent of the usage in either the application or in the composition
stage.
In the application stage unary design operations are directly applied to the
CSG Design Tree, modifying the Intermediate Design State. The design
operator surface treatment in the IDM system will affect all surfaces of the
Intermediate Design State. No direction dependent surface treatments are
allowed limiting the available surface treatments in the IDM system.
The design operator surface treatment is preferably the last Design
Transformation. If Design Transformations (DT's) were applied after the
DT surface treatment, then this would lead to a post-treatment partly
removing the galvanic coating.

4.1 Blending & chamfering
Blending is performed on edges of an Intermediate Design State (IDS) with
a given blend radius. These edges must be straight lines because blending is
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achieved by applying a POhollow-wedge to the IDS of the CSG Design
Tree. A further prerequisite is proposed; only 'single' blends are allowed
meaning that only a single edge is blended and that no smooth conneetion is
generated towards other blended edges. 'Doubly' curved blends result in
faces that are curved in more than one direction. An example of a 'doubly'
curved blend resulting from blending three edges is given in Figure 4.1.

'doubly'
curved
blend

Figure 4.1:

'Doubly' curved blends

Since in the targeted product range blends are usually 'single', the 'doubly'
curved blends are not incorporated in the IDM system. If we were to allow
'doubly' curved blends, a new type of PO would have to be defined because
in IDM blends are described by applying PO's on the Intermediate Design
State of the CSG Design Tree. This is a limitation, but is acceptable
consiclering the targeted product range.
Chamfering is achieved by applying a POwedge. An example is given in
Figure 4.2.

Chamfer

Figure 4.2:

Chamfered edge

Since the blend and the chamjer operator applications are similar only the
use of the blend operator is represented.
The resulting POhollow-wedge of the blend operation can be either united to
(Figure 4.5) or subtracted from (Figure 4.3) the Intermediate Design State
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ofthe CSG Design Treedepending whether the corner is concave (unite) or
convex (subtract).
4.1.1 Convex corners
The blend operator performed on convex corners is the easiest to implement.
It is mapped onto an negative application of Pühollow-wedge on the
Intermediate Design State (IDS) of the CSG Design Tree, which can be
copied one-on-one in the "pure negative" Design Tree. Not only 90° corners
but also sharp and blunt corners can be blended because of the
parametrisation ofthe Pühollow-wedge. Figure 4.3 illustrates these options.
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Blending convex corners

The top and bottorn face do not need to be parallel when using convex
blends. Because Design Objects in the "pure negative" Design Tree are
allowed to overlap, it is possible to use a 'larger' POhollow-wedge (Figure
4.4). However, the IDM system must check whether this excess volume
does not interseet with other parts of the Intermediate Design State.

Figure 4.4:

Blending convex corners with an excess volume
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4.1.2 Concave corners
Using the blend operator on concave corners is more difficult. The positive
application of a POhollow-wedge on the Intermediate Design State of the
CSG Design Tree requires a mapping that must follow all steps as described
in section 3.2.3. Since the blend operation results in an addition of design
volume, all previously applied Design Transformations have to be checked
for manufacturability. The added volume might for instanee interseet with
the Toolsvolume of a previously applied Design Object.
Furthermore, no excess volume is allowed which means that an exact
description of the volume to be added must be given. Ifthe top face and the
bottorn face in a concave blend arenotparallel problems arise (Figure 4.5).
The blend should conneet with the skewed top surfaces.

complex
concave Blend

Figure 4. 5:

unwanted
excess material

unwanted
incomplete blend

Problems with concave corners

This problem can be solved by inserting the concave blend Design
Transformation before the Design Transformation(s) which generated the
non-parallelity ofthe top and the bottom-face. Another method of correcting
the problem is by inserting extra negative POwedges which completely
remove the excess volume. Sirree these POwedges are subtracted from the
IDS, they are permitled to have an overlap with previously applied or
generated negative Design Objects.
It is not only possible to blend concave corners that have a blend edge

generated by two flat surfaces, but it is also possible if the blend edge (a
straight line) results from one or two singly curved surfaces. Figure 4.6
illustrates this.
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Figure 4. 6:

Concave blend

Just like it is allowed for negative POhollow-wedges to have an overlap
with previously applied or generated Design Objects, in this case it is
allowed for the positive POhollow-wedge to have an overlap with the
volume of the part itself. When all steps are followed as described in section
3.2.3 only the check whether the united PO has an intersection with the part
(Step 4) can be omitted.

4.2 Extruding
Using the design operator extrude in the application stage results in a design
face-extrusion of one of the surfaces descrihing the Intermediate Design
State (IDS). This design operator is mainly used for a quick modification of
the IDS without having to specify the affecting contour. The selected face
can be either be 'design extruded' in the direction of the face-normal or in
its opposite direction resulting in a prismatic volume. The face-normal is
defined as a vector pointing to the outward direction of the material and
being perpendicular to the surface. The first type of Design Transformation
is assumed to result in a positive application of the extruded prismatic
volume, the second is assumed to result in a negative application extruded
prismatic volume. Figure 4.7 illustrates a design face-extrusion of both
cases.

positive application

Figure 4. 7:

negative application

Face-extrusion

Prerequisites for the use of the design operator extrude are that the face
being extruded must be planar and that the edges descrihing the faces
contour consist of only straight lines and arcs. The face-contour can contain
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one or more 'gaps' indicating depressions or bosses. The restrietion that
only straight lines and arcs are allowed in the description of the face-contour
results from the metbod of descrihing the face-extrusion using Primitive
Objects only. The available PO's described in Figure 3.2 only allow for
straight lines and arcs.
The design face-extrusion is modelled as an application of a Compound
Object (CO) with a matching design volume. It is either united with or
subtracted from the Intermediate Design State. Manufacturability of the
Design Transformation extrusion is checked using the same methodology as
the manufacturability check of a Compound Object (chapter 3). The CO in
turn uses the manufacturability check of its descrihing PO's. A positive
application of the design operator extrude will therefore lead to a complete
manufacturability check including all previously applied Design Objects.
Both the 'pure negative' Design Tree and the MO-based Design Tree then
have to be regenerated, just like when a single Primitive Object is united
with the IDS.
The prismatic CO consists of several elementary design volumes; the
Primitive Objects. Sirree the CO is prismatic only the 2D face-contour has
to be evaluated when generating the CO description in terms of Primitive
Objects. The height ofthe Primitive Objects equals the stated extrusion.
The following steps have to be observed (Figure 4.8):
1. All edges of the face-contour that are not parallel to either the x or y axis
have to be supplemented with a complementary Primitive Object
(hatched).
2. If such a complementary Primitive Object has an intersection with the
face-contour, the IDM system divides the edge in two until no
intersection is made. For each of the new edges a complementary
Primitive Object is generated and again checked for intersections.
3. The remairring part of the face can now be 'filled' with Design Objects
of type PObox.
The steps used can be illustrated with the following example:
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Step 2:
interseetion
with the
face-contour

Step 2: 1
edge is split up

Figure 4.8:

Step 3

resulting prismatic
volume

Generation ofthe prismatic volume

4.3 Surface treatment
The design operator surface treatment is preferably allowed as the last
Design Transformation in the design stage since it affects all faces of the
lntermediate Design State.
The design operator surface treatment is mapped onto manufacturing
techniques like galvanic surface treatments that uniformly affect the surface
of the part. The design operator surface treatment is not mapped onto heattreatment techuiques like annealing because these treatments lead to
deflections of the surfaces on the basis of the shape of the part and the
condition of the stock materiaL These influences cannot be examined in the
IDM system.
Since all galvanic surface treatments are included in the stated dimensions
and tolerances of a teehuical drawing, these galvanic surface treatments
affect the material remaval pre-treatment of the part. If for instanee the
drawing indicates that the part is to be chrome-plated, then 'extra' material
has to be removed when milling the part. The volume of the removed extra
material is 'filled' during the post-treatment chrome-plating resulting in a
chrome-plated part that camplies with the teehuical drawing. The 'extra'
material is modelled in the design stage by using a face-offset perpendicular
to the face-normal, which resembles the physical reality. This face-offset
cannot always be described by Primitive Objects, which implies that the data
structure of the part should accommodate for this offset. Since the faceoffset is in the order of the stated tolerances and it introduces no
fundamental change in the nomina! shape of the part, the offset is
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incorporated in the toleranee model (chapter 5). This incorporation can only
succeed ifthe toleranee model used is face-oriented.
Manufacturability of the Design Transformation surface treatment is
checked at the level of implications for the material removal pre-treatments.
Since the stated tolerances must be decreased with the spread of the surface
treatment, the chosen manufacturing method must be modified for these
tighter tolerances. The resulting alternate manufacturing method is checked
for manufacturability. This manufacturability checking is in effect the
manufacturability check for the Design Transformation surface treatment.
The design operator surface treatment mapped onto lacquering is not
checked for manufacturability since it is no galvanic treatment and thus
needs no surface offset. It is only added to the part data description as an
attribute.
If for example a hole is defined with a stated toleranee (allowable surface
deviation) value smaller then the spread of the chrome-plating operation it is
impossible to comply with the technical drawing. The designer is notified of
this manufacturability problem and is asked whether an extra post-treatment
can be applied.
Besides the material growing galvanic treatments like chrome-plating,
nickel-plating, gold-plating and blackening also material shrinking galvanic
treatments are allowed as a manufacturing technique which the design
operator surface treatment is mapped upon. Examples of material
'shrinking' treatments are etching and electrolytic polishing. These surface
treatments are modelled by an enlargement of the parts' surfaces in the
design stage on behalf of the pre-treatment milling. The excess material is
removed during the manufacturing process etching or electrolytic polishing.

4.4 Conclusions
Simply by using the methodology of applying Primitive Objects the design
capability of the IDM system is significantly increased. Originally intended
for the subtract and unite design operator, the concept of Primitive Objects
makes it possible to use other design operators like the blend, chamfer, and
extrude operator. In the IDM system these operations become CSG
operations because of the use of the concept of Primitive Objects.
Manufacturability checking in the design stage, being a key element of the
IDM system, is preserved for all of these unary design operators.
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Using the POhollow-wedge for the blend operator roles out the use of
'doubly' curved blends. This however is no significant restrietion to the
IDM system because 'single' blends are the most common blends in the
targeted product range. If 'doubly' curved blends were to be allowed a new
Primitive Object would have to be introduced to describe this 'doubly'
curved blend. With the incorporation of this new PO, and a matching
manufacturability checking, the targeted product range could be extended to
e.g. dies.
The composition stage, being just another design transformation in the
application stage, has in general the same possibilities as the application
stage. Two exceptions however must be made of which the first one is quite
obvious. The design operator surface treatment cannot be applied in the
composition stage. Allowing this operator here would result in a nonuniformly treated Final Design State. The operator surface treatment is only
implemented in IDM to affect all surfaces.
Another exception is the design operator extrude, this operatorisnot limited
to a face-extrusion. In the composition stage it is allowed to extrode a
specified contour description to initiate a Compound Object. The contour is
defined using straight lines and arcs. The resulting volume of the design
extrusion is described using PO's analogous to the volume description ofthe
face-extrosion in the application stage. This face-extrosion is also available
in the composition stage.
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5. Constraints and tolerances

In a system creating a Bottorn-Up integration of design and manufacturing it
is essential to have an unambiguous and complete product description which
can be interpreted in all stages ofthe product-creation cycle. In this chapter a
complete and unambiguous product description is described including the
relations between elements within a part and the used toleranee modeL
A product description only including a complete volumetrie description is
insufficient since in the manufacturing stage allowable deviations from this
nominal volume are necessary when performing process planning. These
allowable deviations can be described by tolerances between and on several
faces of the part. These tolerances result from relations between several
elements of a part or from relations between different parts (assembly
relations). Also the allowable surface roughness must be included in the
product description.
The product description must not only specity the nominal volume and the
tolerances, but it must also include the relations (within a part) to better
capture the design intent. An example of these relations can be given in the
application of a through hole. The MOcylindrical-hole has relations which
specity that its top-face and its bottorn-face coincide with faces of the
Intermediate Design State (IDS). If the dimensions of the IDS are changed
the applied MOcylindrical-hole is modified to satisty the coinciding faceface relations.
Especially assembly relations form a basis for functional analysis (e.g.
motion analysis) in the detailed design phase and the embodiment design
phase (Figure 1.2). These assembly relations such as "affix to" and "rotate
about a mutual axis" will not be discussed in this thesis.
In the IDM system several of these relations are included and can be used to
specity the geometry of a single part. These relations are called constraints
[Net 94].

5.1 Constraints
Constraints in IDM are stated between several 'reference elements' of the
Design Objects that make up the Intermediate Design State. These reference
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elements mainly comprise of the topological entities of the Design Object
itself and are either of type 'face' or of type 'edge'. Also elements of the
Design Objects' bounding box can he used as 'reference elements'.
An example of a MOrectangular-pocket with its reference elements depicted
in Figure 5.1.
LEFT REAR

LeFT

-TOP REAR

/ BOTTOM REAR

Bounding box

Figure 5. 1:

Rejerence elements [Net 94}

It must he observed that in Figure 5.1 beside the topological entities of the
MOrectangular-pocket alsoother reference elementsof type face are present;
the virtual faces. These virtual faces are mainly used to create degenerate
Manufacturable Objects. An example of a degenerate Manufacturable Object
is a step resulting from the application of a MOrectangular-pocket (Figure
5.2).
VIRTUAL LEFT

/ / VIRTUAL REAR

V1RTUAL RIGHT

Figure 5.2:

Degenerate step jrom MOrectangular-pocket

Constraints are stated between two reference elements. Dependent on the
type of reference elements different types of constraints can he stated. A
constraint between two faces can he of type "are parallel with distance x",
"are perpendicular", and "have an angle x". A constraint between a face and
an edge can he of type "face through edge", "are parallel with distance x",
and "face perpendicular to edge".
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The allowable deviations defined in the constraints result in toleranee
requirernents. For example in the face-face constraint "are parallel with
distance x" both a size toleranee and a parallelity toleranee can be defined.
Sorne constraints have no stated toleranee requirernents. The constraint
"face through edge" and all constraints involving virtual faces cannot be
rneasured and therefore only the norninal values of these constraints are
specified.
When stating a constraint both the location and the dirneusion of the applied
Design Object (DO) can be affected.
An example of a constraint affecting the location of the applied DO is
depicted in Figure 5.3. The top-face ofthe MOrectangular-pocket is parallel
with the top-face of the PObox. The stated distance in the constraint "are
parallel with distance x" equals zero, rnaking the relation a top-on-top
relation. It is not allowed to state tolerances since this relation cannot be
rneasured.

Figure 5.3:

Jmplicit location

Another irnplication of stating a constraint is altering one of the dirnensions
of the applied Design Object (DO). If two 'location' constraints are
specified in one of the orthogonal directions, the dirneusion of the DO is
irnplicitly specified. In Figure 5.4 the size toleranee ( 15±0.2 mm.) irnplicitly
defines both the length ofthe MOrectangular-pocket (norninallength equals
10 mm.) and its location in one direction. The size toleranee (4±0.1 mm.)
only defines the location in one direction.
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Figure 5. 4:

Implicit dimension

These constraints enable the designer to specify only those relations that
contribute to the functionality of the part.
The problem of the Design Object being over or under-constraint as well as
a more elaborate description of constraints is described in [Net 94].

5.2 Tolerances
It is impossible to manufacture workpieces without deviations from the

nomina! shape. Workpieces always have errors of size, form, orientation,
and location. Figure 5.5 the width of the coloured strips illustrate the
realised form, orientation and location error of the entire face according to
ISO. An example of a form error is the realised flatness of a face. The
realised parallelism and perpendicularity error are examples of orientation
errors. The position error of the realised face is an example of a location
error. The size error is not depicted in Figure 5.5 because it is ambiguous
and is affected by both faces, see Figure 5.9.
location
reali sed face

nomina! surface

•uli"df~~

__

C datum

nominal surface

Figure 5.5:
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A distinction can bemadebetween allowable macro- and micro-deviations
[Henzold 95]. Allowable macro deviations are defined as the deviations
descrihing the geometry of the entire surface and comprise of the size, form,
location, and orientation tolerance. The allowable micro deviations describe
the properties of a representative part of the surface, resulting in the
waviness and the roughness. These geometrical deviations are a combination
of different irregularities, as described in [DIN 4 760], see appendix m.

5.2.1 ISO toleranee model
In the ISO toleranee model the surface deviations are described as illustrated
in Figure 5.5.
In ISO is described how a manufactured product can deviate from its

nominal shape and still be valid. The toleranee requirements follow
hierarchy rules which state the form toleranee to have the smallest value
(Figure 5.6). These hierarchy rules ensure that the parallelity requirement
(orientation) is larger than the flatness requirement (form) for the same face.
In Figure 5.6 the types of allowable deviations are depicted. Again the size
toleranee is not depicted. It must be noted that allowable deviations
(tolerances) are depicted and not realised errors. Therefore it is possible for
e.g. the form toleranee to rotate and shift slightly in the drawing plane
relatively to the other tolerances.
The hierarchy rule can bedescribed as:
size .;::: location ;::: orientation ;::: form toleranee

~~~~00 010!
Figure 5.6:

Hierarchy in toleranee requirements

The different geometrical deviation types, such as form and orientation
deviation are not independent. Figure 5.5 illustrates the realised orientation
deviation and the realised form deviation to be dependent The ability to
reason out the consequences of stated tolerances in the design stage is
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hampered by this interdependency. lf for instanee the functionality of a face
allows a lenient form deviation but requires a small orientation deviation the
specified form toleranee will still be stricter than the orientation tolerance.
This is due to the toleranee hierarchy.

5.2.2 Weighed tolerances
In the process planning phase of the manufacturing stage the stated
tolerances must be interpreted for their manufacturing implications. When
several toleranee are placed on a single face and a roughness is indicated, it
has to be determined which toleranee is decisive for the selection of a
suitable manufacturing metbod for this face. Since the entire face is
manufactured with a single pass of the tooi (e.g. finishing operation) all
deviations of this surface are realised with this single pass. When the
strictest toleranee is respected (:from a manufacturing point of view) the
other stated tolerances will be conditionally fulfilled; there is a high
probability that all stated tolerances will be fulfilled.
Weighing the stated tolerances on the basis of manufacturing implications
requires a new unit into which the different toleranee types can be translated
[Vries 92]. Quality numbers are introduced as a new unit indicating the
manufacturing complexity to realise the surface with the required tolerance.
Higher quality numbers indicate a less complex manufacturing process.
Quality numbers originate from the toleranee description of holes and axes
(e.g. H6, KlO, h7, p9) and the use of these tolerances in the Philips Machine
Factorles [Philips 91]. IntheNEN 2802 standard a classification for holes
and axes is made on the basis of the diameter and the specified toleranee
zone:
i(L)

=1o-3 * (0.45 * L113 + L * 1o-3)

[mm.J

with L as a characteristic length value (the diameter). According to the
agreement made in NEN 2802 the Quality numbers (IT) will result in
equidistant straight lines on a logarithmic scale (Figure 5.8).
16 * i(L)
64 * i(L)
250 * i(L)
1000 * i(L)

=IT7
=IT 10
IT 13
IT 16

Equation 5.1: Quality (IT) of holes and axes (NEN 2802)
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Similar to the classification of holes and axes a classification can be made
for the weighed tolerances. These weighed tolerances also have a
characteristic length (L) and a toleranee value. When calculating the
characteristic length, the toleranee relation type and the dimensions of the
surfaces involved are taken into account. The method of calculating the
characteristic length is based on empirica/ equations. Examples of equations
for the different toleranee types are depicted in Figure 5.7. The empirica/
equations were drawn up with the manufacturing process in mind.
The equations for the parallelity and the perpendicularity toleranee for
instanee include the distance S between the reference plane and the
tolerances plane. In theory these toleranee relations are independent of this
distance S (hence the YzS), but with a larger distance more manufacturing
effort is necessary to realise the requested parallelity toleranee value.
Including the distance S results in a larger characteristic length which in turn
results in a smaller quality number (more difficult to achieve ).
Because the size toleranee is dependent of the accuracy of both faces the
characteristic length is not halved as is done with the parallelity and
perpendicularity toleranee (L Yz --J .. ... ).

~····

size tolerance:

S=30±0.0i
.....

~------'

parallelity:

perpendicularity:

s
Figure 5. 7:

Characteristic lengthfor different toleranee types

With both the characteristic length and the toleranee value the quality
number can be calculated using Equation 5.1.
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Figure 5.8 depiets several process planning methods which can realise the
desired surface quality [Vries 92].
13

characteristic
length
(mm.)

r

1

oofc=o·o··.~=~'=+~

0.1

0.01

toleranee zone (mm.)
milling, finish milling, grinding
lmilling

Figure 5.8:

~ millîng, finish milling

I

rough mîlling

Manufacturing processes according to Quality
Numbers

Boerma [Boerma 90] introduced Toleranee Factors similar to 'quality
numbers' to compare several stated tolerances. However, the comparison
was based on allowable rotation deviations during the Set-up on a
manufacturing machine. These Toleranee Factors are therefore unsuitable
for determining the strictest stated toleranee in the manufacturing metbod
selection.
5.2.3 Toleranee models
Because the ISO toleranee model was not meant to be used in a volumetrie
design descriptions other toleranee models were proposed.

One · model trying to eliminate the probierus of interdependency of
geometrical deviation types is the Vectorial Tolerancing principle proposed
by Wirtz [Wirtz 88]. Wirtz also indicates the problem of ambiguity of the
size toleranee in ISO. Since no datum plane is indicated the size toleranee
depends on the measuring direction (Figure 5.9).
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{ t=:J

0±0.1[~1_I

Figure 5. 9: Ambiguous size toleranee (ISO)

The vectorial tolerancing principle is based on a complete description of the
parts' geometry. All surfaces are described using a position vector P and an
orientation vector E (Figure 5.10). The orientation vector E is described by
three orthogonal veetors Ex, Ey, and Ez. Surface deviations are described by
deviations on the position and orientation vectors. All position veetors share
the same workpiece co-ordinate system, which eliminates problems of
circular tolerancing. The use of a position vector and an orientation vector
ensures independent tolerancing. All degrees of freedom are completely
specified using the vectorial tolerancing principle (see also Appendix V).
Figure 5.1 0 illustrates the vectorial surface description for a nomina! plane
and a nominal cylindrical face.
z

position
vector P

x

Figure 5.10: Vector ia/ surface description

Figure 5.11 illustrates the vectorial description of the realised surface
deviations (errors) for a cylindrical face. The sphere Tp describes the
positional error of the centre-line of the cylindrical face, the cone TE
describes the orientation error of the centre-line and hollow cylinder TR
describes the size deviation of the cylindrical face. These errors are
independent of each other.
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TP

x
Figure 5.11: Vectorial description of the realised surface
deviations
Since a complete description of the physical surfaces is done by substitute
elements which can only be obtained through measuring, the vectorial
description in mainly used in the manufacturing stage. Systematic
manufacturing deviations can be detected and compensated for batch
production.
However, in the design stage problems are introduced when stating
tolerances. The toleranee model does not comply with the ISO tolerances;
the designers must get acquainted with a new way of tolerancing. No form
deviation can be indicated.
Another toleranee model for volumetrie parts was introduced by Requicha
[Requicha 84]. A 'tolerance zone' is defined as a region in which allfacesof
the manufactured part must lie to satisfy the stated tolerances. This toleranee
zone is created by subtracting a minimal object from a maximal object,
generating a uniform toleranee zone for the entire part. A disadvantage of
this approach is that individual faces cannot be tolerated without affecting
the entire part. Jayaraman and Srinivasan [Jayaraman 89] have extended the
concept of toleranee zones to adjoining parts in an assembly using Virtual
Boundary Requirements. These Virtual Boundary Requirements result from
two classes of functional requirements. The first class deals with positioning
the part with respect to another part in the assembly. The second class deals
with maintaining material bulkin critical portions ofparts.
Light and Gossard [Light 82] introduced another principle of obtaining the
offset zone. The principle is based on a parametrie description of the
nominal volume. The offset zone is generated by a small deviation in the
descrihing parameters of the part. The extent in which individual faces can
be tolerated is highly restricted by the descrihing parameters.
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5.2.4 The proposed toleranee model
Using tolerances in an integrated design and manufacturing environment
requires the toleranee specification to be interpreted to the specific needs of
each design or manufacturing stage. A toleranee model should support
multiple interpretations for instanee in process planning, assembly analysis,
or quality assurance.

As shown, current toleranee models cannot meet these requirements, partly
because they are based on drafring techniques. The transition from drawings
to volumetrie models and the use of modem measuring machines
necessitates a more suitable toleranee representation.
Since IDM pursues a right-first-time production it must be possible to
reason out the consequences of the stated tolerances in for example
assembly relations, without having to measure the workpieces.
5.2.4. 1 Toleranee model basles
Several tolerancing principles are currently available and standardised to
assist in a description ofthe stated tolerances. Among the ISO 8015 standard
a combination of the Maximum Material Condition (MMC) and the Least
Material Condition (LMC) is described: the envelope requirement [ISO
80 15]. The envelope requirement specifies the face to be contained in an
envelope which is located in the vicinity of the nominal face (Figure 5.12).
Since this description is ciosest to the actual surface deviation, the envelope
requirement is chosen for the proposed toleranee model. The envelope
requirement is applicable for both planar and cylindrical faces; the standard
'reference elements' mentioned before in the proposed product model.
toleranee zone
nomina! face
.. median face

Figure 5.12: Proposed envelope requirement principle.

The toleranee information is not only part of the faces of the Design State,
but also of faces of a Design Object. Using the envelope requirement
principle, this information can be represented by creating a median face and
a toleranee zone for each of the reference elements of a Design Object
(Figure 5.13).
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•

toleranee zone boundaries
median face

Figure 5.13: Toleranee information
The proposed toleranee model is basedon three principles:
•
•
•

Tolerances are not hierarchical;
Tolerances specify restrictions a product should conform to;
The strictest toleranee for a single face is decisive (according to the
manufacturing effort needed);

In these principles, the proposed model deviates from the ISO 8015 model.
In the ISO toleranee model a workpiece should conform to all tolerances and
the stated toleranee requirements must follow the hierarchy rule. It is not

allowedfora flatness toleranee to be larger than a size tolerance.
A designer however states tolerances resulting from functional
requirements. From the designers' point of view, these requirements are not
subject to any hierarchy. The proposed toleranee model therefore interprets
tolerances as requirements which have to be met to ensure the functionality
of a product. This way a flatness toleranee is allowed to exceed the size
tolerance, which is not allowed in the ISO toleranee model.
The total toleranee zone for a single face is defmed by the strictest stated
toleranee (according to manufacturing effort). The principle of weighed
tolerances is used to that effect. The strictest toleranee can be a toleranee of
size, of form, of orientation, or of location.
The absence of hierarchy conforms with the designers' intent Furthermore,
it improves the ability to reason out the consequences of the stated
tolerances in both the design and manufacturing phase (including
measuring), whereas conventional tolerancing is mainly suitable for
measuring purposes.
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In accordance with ISO the model defines the envelope requirement
principle as being toleranee dependent When inspecting a single face not
only the local size and form tolerances have to be checked, but also whether
the envelope requirement is met. Figure 5.14 illustrates a product which
satisfies the principle of independence, whereas the envelope requirement is
not met. The envelope requirement states that the entire face should lay in a
tube with an outer diameter of20 mm. and a wall-thickness of 0.1 mm.

-

020-01

62

Figure 5.14: Principle of independenee
When tolerancing independently, the stated tolerances are more easily met
and inspected. Fora designer however, it is more difficult to interpret their
physical implications, so the principle of dependency is more suitable. This
is especially important when using fits in assembly relations, since both size
and form tolerances influence the fit.

5.2.4.2 Reasoning out the consequences ofthe stated tolerances
Some assumptions are made when reasoning out the consequences of the
tolerances:
•
•

Tolerances are not directed; no datumplaneis indicated.
Reasoning is basedon equal "manufacturing effort".

As stated before, reference elements are used to specify relations, which may
be extended with tolerances. Relations between reference elements are not
directed, i.e., no datumplaneis indicated. The IDM system determines the
datum plane, which can be changed by the designer if the toleranee direction
is functional other than for manufacturing the part (including measuring).
The absence of a stated datum plane enables reasoning out the consequences
of the stated tolerances while taking manufacturing into account without
being detrimental to functionality.
Since the stated tolerances result from functional requirements that are not
subject to any hierarchy 'circular' tolerancing is allowed. If all requirements
(perpendicularity, parallelity, and angularity) are individually met the part is
conform the requirements. Figure 5.15 illustrates this.
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Since allowing circular tolerancing for dimension tolerances leads to an
invalid product description, this is not allowed. The closing dimension
always results from the other stated dimension tolerances in the circular
dimension 'chain'.

Figure 5.15: Circular tolerancing

Reasoning out the consequences of the stated tolerances is based on equal
manufacturing effort for both faces. To minimise total manufacturing effort,
the face requiring the least manufacturing effort is decisive if a relation
concerns two faces. The other face is manufactured using equal
manufacturing effort. To enable reasoning out tolerances based on
manufacturing effort manufacturing knowledge must be available in the
design stage. Therefore the metbod of weighed tolerances as described in
§5.2.2 is used. The manufacturing effort for each toleranee relation is
expressed in quality numbers [Vries 92]. Higher numbers indicate a
mapping onto less expensive manufacturing processes.
A distribution of a toleranee-zone is illustrated in Figure 5.16. A toleranee
zone of 0.08 mm is distributed to create an equal quality number for both
faces, while the total remains 0.08 mm. Since the faces are not equal in
dimension (relevant length), equal manufacturing effort introduces non
equal distribution ofthe tolerance-zone: 0.02 and 0.06 mm.

[J r___

0.06

Figure 5.16: Distributton of a toleranee zone

If a face is used in multiple toleranee relations, the strictest requirement is
decisive. If a face is modified, for instanee enlarged, the toleranee-zone
distri bution has to be recalculated. The toleranee-zones of other relations are
redistributed. In Figure 5.17 two toleranee relations are stated. These
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relations are both distributed according to equal manufacturing effort
resulting into two toleranee zones for the right plane. Relation "B" is
decisive for the right plane (0.034 mm). Since the right face is manufactured
to satisfy the strictest toleranee relation, the left face can be manufactured
with less effort (the toleranee zone increases to 0.046 mm).
B= 10±0.03

dJ
A= 15±0.04

0.026

0.02

0.034

0.06

0.026

0.034'

Figure 5.17: Redistribution using smallest toleranee zone
5. 2. 4. 3 lnterpretation of tolerances
The stated toleranee can be interpreted serving different purposes. Assembly
and fit analysis is possible by checking for envelope interaction.

When using surface treatments like etching and chemical vapour deposition,
the implications of these treatments on the nomina! geometry can be
included. All affected median faces are given an offset equalling the surface
treatment layer. The toleranee zone of all affected faces is decreased with
the surface treatment layer deviation. These surface treatments have been
described in chapter 4.
In process planning the stated tolerances are used to choose suitable
manufacturing techniques and forset-up analysis [Boerma 90].

Within a single Set-up the faces used to position the part on the
manufacturing machine are used as the reference for all faces. The faces of
broken tolerances, indicating that the faces are not manufactured in the same
Set-up, are preferably used for positioning the part. All datum planes (stated
by the designer or selected by IDM) are projected to the Set-up reference,
since their primazy function consists of being a reference during
manufacturing.
When verifying geometzy using a co-ordinate measuring machine a surface
is measured and checked against the envelope requirement. Because all
toleranee information is stored in the description of the faces themselves, the
volumetrie part description (including these faces) can be used as input for
an automatic generation of Numeric Code for a co-ordinate measuring
machine. All stated tolerances will be checked.
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5.2.5 Example
Figure 5.18 depiets the design tree of an example part. This design tree is a
recording of design transformations that lead to the following part.

several design objects
of type PO box,
Püwedge,and
MOcylindrical-hole

several design
objects of type
MOcylindrical-hole

Final
Design State

Figure 5.18: Design tree example
Part of this design tree concerns a precision guidance (it is situated in the
lower left corner of the final design state). This design transformation is
specified using relations (Figure 5.19).
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5.4

1.i0p14
-

15±0.11

15±0.1

9.7

(A)

Figure 5.19: Precision guidance
Quality numbers are ealculated for eaeh of the toleranee relations (Table
5.1 ). The lowest quality number, indieating the highest manufaeturing effort,
is decisive.
A
20±0.1
15±0.1
110.05
..l0.01
..l0.01

9.7

B
9.7
8.5
5.4

Table 5.1:

c

D
9.5

E

9.5

8.5
5.4
5.4

5.4

Quality numbers

From these numbers, it ean be eoncluded that the parallelity re lation (quality
8.5) is not useful for proeess planning, sinee it is already met; faees Band D
are manufaetured tomeet the perpendieularity relation (quality 5.4).
Based upon the deeisive quality number, the toleranee zone distribution is
ealeulated. The toleranee of size (15±0.1 mm.) and (20±0.1 mm.) deseribe a
toleranee zone that ean be distributed among faees A-B and D-E
respeetively. Sinee perpendieularity requires quality number 5.4, whieh
corresponds with a toleranee zone ofO.Ol mm, the remaining part ofthe size
toleranees form the toleranee zones of faees B and D respeetively (Figure
5.20).
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5.4
0.01

(D)

(C)

0.01
0.01

(B)

5.4
(A)

5.4

0.19

10.5

Figure 5.20: Toleranee zones

After distribution of tolerances, quality numbers are recalculated. Face A is
now of quality 10.5 (9.7 before) and face E is now of quality 10.3 (9.5
before ). These faces can be manufactured by a milling operation only
instead of pre-milling and finish milling, making it less expensive. The
designers intent is still met, since the other faces B and D are manufactured
by grinding tomeet the perpendicularity relation (quality 5.4).
The quality numbers can be used to show the impact of a stated toleranee
value. Ifthe perpendicularity is modified to 0.02 mm. (quality 7) faces B, C,
and D need no grinding operation, which lowers throughput time and
product costs (Figure 5.8). Because ofthe type of toleranee modelusedit is
possible to automatically suggest such modifications to the designer. The
designer decides whether such a modification of the perpendicularity is
allowed.

It must be noted that using the principle of weighed tolerances some
toleranee relation become conditionally superfluous, that would not be
superfluons in the ISO toleranee description. Weighing tolerances by
manufacturing effort ensures that these conditionally superfluons tolerances
will be realised with a high probability. An extreme example of a toleranee
relation becoming conditionally superfluons is illustrated when stating an
extra perpendicularity toleranee relation of 0.05 [mm.] between the faces A
and C. This perpendicularity toleranee results in quality number of 8.3 for
both faces. Since 8.3 is the decisive quality number for face A the size
toleranee (15±0.1 mm.) becomes conditionally superfluous. So even if no
size toleranee is stated between faces A and B, with a high probability the
faces will lay within (15±0.1 mm.). The ISO interpretation of the stated
tolerances will not consider this size toleranee to be superfluous.
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5.3 Stating tolerances in IDM
Since IDM uses Reference Elernents when specifying impHeit relations it is
possible to use the face-oriented tolerancing concept of weighed tolerances
as described inSection 5.2.2.
As a result of using the concept of weighed tolerances the designer is better
equipped to specify only those toleranee relations that affect the
functionality of the design. The overall quality of the part can be specified
by stating a quality nurnber for the whole part which allows the designer to
use an overall quality that rnay deviate frorn the overall cornpany standard
quality. So far the cornpany standard quality is the only way to use an
overall quality for the part. Stating an overall quality for a part affects its
dirnension, its forrn, and its roughness tolerances (Ra). It can be perceived
just like stating an overall roughness in technica! drawings.
After stating the overall quality nurnber for the part, only toleranee relations
that strongly affect the functionality of the part are specified. This leads to a
significant reduction of stated toleranee relations as cornpared to technica!
drawings. The toleranee relations are specified using the faces of either the
Interrnediate Design State or the faces of a Design Object.
As opposed to forrn and orientation tolerances no circular tolerancing is
allowed when using dirneusion tolerances as already rnentioned in Section
5.2.4.2. One ofthe nomina! dirnensions in the circular dirneusion chain (the
closing dirnension) results frorn the other stated norninal dirnensions. This
(resulting) closing dirneusion however is allowed to have a symmetrie
dirneusion toleranee relation resulting in multiple Toleranee-zone
descriptions fora single face. The strictest Toleranee-zone is chosen for the
face. Figure 5.21 illustrates this.

....

30 +0.30

·0.10

-

........

Toleranee-zone
width 0.05 Median faces
---toJ

0.05

20.10 ± 0.05

.

...
10 ± 0.05

1+-

0.05

l<t-

0.05

t

closing
di mension

Figure 5.21: Dimension toleranee chain
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The dimension toleranee 30 +0. 30 [mm.] introduces a Median offset of the
-0.10

leftand the right face both having a Toleranee-zone width of 0.2 [mm.]. The
dimension toleranee 10 ± 0.05 [mm.] is symmetrical and acts on both the
left and the middle face. Since the left face already has a Median offset and
the middle face does not, the middle face is given an equal Median offset.
Comparison of the Toleranee-zones widths for the left face (0.2 mm. and
0.05 mm.) results in the strictest width: 0.05 mm.
When a dimension toleranee relation is stated between the middle and the
right face only the Toleranee-zone width (symmetrie) may he prescribed,
since both faces already have a Median offset. The middle face now has
multiple Toleranee-zone width descriptions of which the strictest one is
chosen (both are 0.05 mm.). The right face also has multiple Toleranee-zone
width descriptions; 0.2 mm. of the asymmetrie toleranee and 0.05 mm. of
the symmetrie tolerance. The strictest (0.05 mm.) is chosen for the right
face.
In effect the toleranee relation of the closing dimension reduces the impact
of the asymmetrie toleranee ( 30 +0.30 ) [mm.] to just a stated dimension of
-0.10

30.1 mm. The Toleranee-zones are completely described by the other two
dimension toleranee relations (1 0 ± 0.05 mm. and ± 0.05 mm. on the closing
dimension).
Asymmetrie Toleranee-zones in a circular dimension chain leadtoa offset
of the Median face and thus are not allowed on faces already having a
Median offset. In the IDM system it is continuously checked whether a
Median offset is imposed on a face already having a Median offset. The
dimension toleranee relation is rejected if such a 'double' Median offset is
imposed. This way the IDM system automatically checks the validity of the
stated size tolerance.
For every face of a Design Object or an Intermediate Design State the
following attributes are stored (Figure 5.22):
•
•
•
•

the Median face offset relative to the nominal surface,
the Toleranee-zone width,
a list of Design Objects which contributed to the generation of this face,
and
a list of toleranee relations imposed on this face.
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Toleranee
zone

Figure 5.22: Tolerances in aPOwedge
It must be noted that because of clarity Figure 5.22 only depiets the
toleranee zone for one of the five faces betonging to the POwedge.
5.3.1 Applying a Design Object
When applying a Design Object (DO) onto the CSG Design Tree the stated
tolerances of that DO have to be mapped onto the Intermediate Design State
(IDS) ofthe CSG Design Tree.
For every face ofthe DO (DO-face) several steps are taken to achieve this.
l. If the DO is subtracted from the IDS, the Median face offset is changed
so that it is positioned on the other side of the nominal face. This is done
because the face-normal of the IDS-face is the opposite of the DO-face
face-normaL If the DO is united with the IDS no modification is
performed on the Median offset; the face-normals are equal.
2. If the DO-face has a toleranee relation with another face of the same DO
which will be omitted after the application of the DO, this toleranee
relation is discarded (Figure 5.23).
3. If the application of the DO results in a modification of an already
existing IDS-face the toleranee relations of the DO-face are treated as
new toleranee relations on the existing IDS-face (Figure 5.24). Also the
roughness is compared with that of the existing IDS-face.
4. If the application of the DO results in a new matching IDS-face all
toleranee relations of the DO-face are one by one applied to the
matching IDS-face including the specified roughness.
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Figure 5.23: Superfluous dimension toleranee
In Figure 5.23 the manufacturing implications for the left face due to the
dimeosion toleranee relation (45 ±0.05 mm.) can be discarded since this
toleranee relation has become super:fluous.
In step 3 first of all the dimeosion toleranee ofthe DO-face is compared with
the dimeosion toleranee of the already existing IDS-face. Camparing
dimeosion tolerances is implemented as stating an extra dimeosion toleranee
on the already existing IDS-face (Figure 5.21). Subsequently all stated form,
orientation, and roughness tolerances of the DO-face are applied to the
matching IDS-face. The resulting quality number is decisive for the
Toleranee-zone width ofthe IDS-face (Figure 5.24).

Enlargement of an
already existing face

Figure 5.24:

Mod~fication

of existingjaces

5.3.2 Tolerances in Design Tree mapping
With each Design Tree mapping the toleranee attributes for each face
(Median offset, T olerance-zone, the list of Design Objects generating the
face, and the list of stated tolerances relations invalving the face) are copied.
The attributes are copied from the faces of the IDS volume of the CSG
Design Tree onto the matching faces of the IDS of either the "pure negative"
or the MO-based Design Tree. Since all Design Trees have a matching IDS
volume this toleranee attribute mapping is always allowed.
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6. The lOM system

In this chapter a sample session is used to illustrate the integrated design and
manufacturing environment of the IDM system. The session starts in the
design stage with the selection of an Initial Design State and ends with the
generation ofNC-code in the manufacturing stage. The sample session will
illustrate that the number of iterations between the design and the
manufacturing stage is reduced to exactly one. 'Right-first-time' production
is made possible.
Furthermore, the extent of the software implementation of the IDM system
is described.

6.1 Sample session
A knife-holder block has been chosen as an example part since it complies
with the targeted product range. The knife-holder block is a component of a
production machine, under development in our section, for cutting a pig' s
spine (Figure 6.1 ).

z
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x

Figure 6.1:

Knife-holder block

Step 1: Specifying the Initia/ Design State

The design session is started with the specification of an Initia! Design State
(IDSo) of type block. The designer fills out a form specifying dimensions,
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material type, tolerances and roughness as shown in Figure 6.2. A block of
100*75*25 [mrn3] of material type AlMgSil is defined with default
tolerances (Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2:

SpecifYing the Initia! Design State

After filling out the IDSo specifications form, the IDM system checks
whether a Stock material can be found in the materials database that matches
the IDS 0 specifications.
However, in this example no Stock material can be found of the specified
material type that is identical to the specifications. IDM will choose a
slightly larger Stock material (100*80*25 mrn 3). If one of the specified
tolerances of the Initial Design State were stricter than those of the Stock,
extra over-measure is needed. The selected Stock material however
complies with the stated Initia! Design State specifications.
The Initial Design State will only be considered manufacturable if the overmeasure can be removed by Elementary manufacturing Operations.
Removing the over-measure is done by subtracting a PObox (100*5*25
mrn3) from the Envelope (100*80*25 mrn3) of the "pure negative" Design
Tree. This subtracted Pübox is then mapped onto the MO-based Design
Tree generating an MO. If this MO can be mapped onto the Manufacturing
Tree, the over-measure can be reached and removed, the specified Initial
Design State is considered manufacturable. In the example session the Initial
Design State is manufacturable. The mapping is depicted in Figure 6.3.
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CSG Design Tree
IDSo

"pure negative"
Design Tree
Envelope
\PO 1 Box

Figure 6.3:

MO-based Design Tree

Manufacturing Tree

Envelope
\ MO 1 Freeform Pocket

Stock
\ EO's (MO 1)

Design and Manufacturing Trees

Step 2: Subtracting an MOcylindrical-Hole
After specifying the Initia! Design State a Manufacturable Object of type
MOcylindrical-Hole is applied. The dimension of the MOcylindrical-Hole
and it's intemal tolerances are specified (Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4:

Specijjling an MOcylindrical-Hole

The designer specifies the location of the MO relative to the axes-system of
the Initial Design State. As depicted in Figure 6.5 the designer specified an
incorrect location resulting in the MO being completely enveloped by the
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Initial Design State. This reachability problem is automatically detected by
IDM, which will illustrate this problem by displaying the intersecting
Toolsvolumes and highlighting the MO (Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5:

The MOcylindrical-Hole is not reachable

The designer changes the location of the MOcylindrical-Hole by moving it
in the direction of the centre line, making it reachable. The IDM system is
now able to generate a micro process plan and a matching Toolsvolume
having no intersection with the part. The micro process planning part of the
IDM system selects a centre drill and a drill from the cutting tooi database
and generates the matching toolpaths.
Step 3: Subtracting an MOcylindrical-Hole
A second MOcylindrical-Hole is specified having the same diameter and
depth. No manufacturability problems occur.
Step 4: Adding aPObox
The fourth step in the design session is adding a PObox to the Intermediate
Design State.
Adding the PObox to the Initia! Design State results in an enlargement of
the Envelope (enlarged to 100*125*25 mm3). Again the IDM system checks
whether a Stock material can be found in the matcrials database that matches
the Envelope of the "pure negative" Design Tree. This time a matching
Stock material is found having no over-measure.
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The "pure negative" Design Tree is regenerated using the methods described
in chapter 3. Also the MO-based Design Tree and the Manufacturing Tree
must be regenerated. This can be depicted as:
CSG Design Tree
IDSo
\ MOcyl Hole 1
\ MOcyl Hole 2
u PObox3

"pure negative"
Design Tree
Envelope
\ MO 1 Cyt-Hole
\ MO 2 Cyi.-Hole
\PO 3 Box

MO-based Design Tree

Manufacturing Tree

Envelope
\ MO 1 Cyi.-Hole
\ MO 2 Cyi.-Hole
\ MO 3 Freeform Pocket

Stock
\ EO's (MO 1)
\ EO's (MO 2)
\ EO's (MO 3)

z

Figure 6. 6:

Adding a PO box

The Design Transformation 'adding a PObox' is manufacturable when the
mappings can automatically be performed by IDM. In the sample session no
problems occurred.

Step 5: Subtracting aPObox
The next Design Transformation involves a subtraction of a PObox.
Constraints are used to implicitly specify the location of the PObox. The
length parameter of the PObox is also implicitly specified using two
constraints in y-direction. The constraints used involve relations between two
faces and are of type "are parallel with di stance x".
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Sharp concave
corner

Figure 6. 7:

Locating the PObox using constraints

The application ofthe PObox is considered to be non-manufacturable as the
application results in a sharp concave corner. The IDM system will detect
this problem when mapping the subtracted PObox from the "pure negative"
Design Tree onto the MO-based Design Tree. No Manufacturable Object
can be generated completely removing the volume of the PO box while not
intersecting with the part. The designer is notified of this problem and the
suggestion is made to blend the concave corner.
In the sample session this manufacturability problem is not immediately
solved by blending the edge as suggested. In IDM it is allowed to work with
a product model that is temporarily non-manufacturable. To avoid further
notification of the manufacturability problem, the manufacturability analysis
is temporarily disabled.
Step 6: Adding aPOwedge
The next step in the design stage is adding a POwedge. The theory of
chapter 3 is foliowed resulting in a modified "pure negative" Design Tree.
As a Design Object is added to the Intermediate Design State, all previously
applied or generated Design Objects in the "pure negative" Design Tree
must be re-evaluated conceming manufacturability. However, since the
manufacturability analysis is temporarily disabled only the mapping from
the CSG Design Tree onto the "pure negative" Design Tree is performed.
The Design Transformation can be depicted as:
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Figure 6.8:

Adding aPOwedge

Step 8: Adding aPObox

A PObox is added to the Intermediale Design State to create a necessary
offset equalling the width of the knife-blade. Constraints are used in order to
implicitly specify the PO box' s location and dimension. The constraints used
are of type "are parallel with di stance x". The width of the PO box is
specified using two constraints in the x-direction. The first specifies a "faceon-face" (distance 0 mm.) relation between the rear-face of the PObox and
the face of the Intermediate Design State. The second specifies a distance
between these two facesof 2 mm. In this last constraint a size-tolerance (±
0.05 mm.) and a parallelity toleranee (± 0.05 mm.) are also included. The
Design Transformation results in another sharp concave corner (Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9:

Adding aPObox

Again no micro process planning is performed as the manufacturability
analysis is temporarily disabled.
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Step 9: Blending the sharp concave corners
To make the part manufacturable the sharp concave corners are blended.

z

Figure 6.10: Blending the concave corners

After blending the concave corners the manufacturability analysis is
enabled. A complete manufacturability analysis is performed for all Design
Objectsin the "pure negative" Design Tree.
The implications concerning manufacturability ofthe stated tolerances in the
constraint of Step 8 are evaluated using the empirica! equations of Section
5.2.2. The smallest characteristic length is determined by the IDM system.
Using this length, a datum face is selected for all stated toleranee relation. In
both cases (size and parallelity) the largest face (belonging to the IDS) ofthe
relation was chosen as the datum face. The characteristic length can be
calculated (A = length of the PObox , B = height of the PObox, S = width of
thePObox).

size tolerance:

parallelity tolerance:

I 2 + B2 + S 2
L = 'JA

vI102 + 90 2 + 2 2 = 90.6 mm.
with a toleranee value of 0.05 this results in a quality
number ofiT 8.0. (see Figure 5.8)
L = _21 V
/A 2 + B2 + (-21 S)2

= _21 .Jïö2~ 902

+ 12

= 45.3 mm.

with a toleranee value of 0.05 this results in a quality
number ofiT 8.3.
The most strict toleranee for manufacturing is taken as a measure for process
planning; IT 8.0. In Figure 5.8 the manufacturing process, according to this
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Quality Number, consists of milling and finish-milling. The datum planes
are to be rnanufactured with the same Quality Number (IT 8.0) indicating
that these faces also must be milled and finish-milled.
Step 10: Subtracting several MOcylindrical-Holes

Tbe Final Design State is reached when several MOcylindrical-Holes are
subtracted :from the Intermediate Design State. No manufacturability
problems occur;

z

Figure 6.11: Subtracting MOcylindrical-Holes

The designed part is manufacturable, indicating that at least one
manufacturing salution is available. The completed design now enters the
process planning phase of IDM. The designer can perform this process
planning himself, or he can leave it toa process planner.
A designer will only perform the process planning himself, using IDM, in a
prototyping environment. When an more optimal manufacturing is targeted
an experienced process planner is needed to generate an efficient process
plan. He can change for instanee the cutting tools used, the operation
sequence, and the selection of non-standard fixtures. To do this, the process
planner has all Design Trees at his disposal.
The first step in the process planning phase is the selection of the
manufacturing machine to be used. A selection is made using the approachveetors of the Manufacturable Objects in the MO-based Design Tree and the
available approach directions of the available manufacturing machines. The
manufacturing machine model selection is based on a minimal number of
Set-up's.
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For the present knife-holder block a MAHO 700S 5- axis milling machine
is selected by IDM. When using this machine, only one Set-up is needed to
manufacture the part.
The manufacturing milling machine can he described as:
Milling machine: MAHO 700S
X-axis:
Y-axis:
Z-axis:
A-axis:
B-axis:

reach:
reach:
reach:
reach:
reach:

700 mm.
500 mm.
600 mm.
-45° to +20°
-9999° to +9999°

Nmax:
6300 rpm
Tooi changer: capacity of 36 tools
conustype:
conus:

ISO 40
horizontal (Z) and vertical (Y)

controller:

Philips CNC432

A kinematic model of the MAHO 700S is also included:

Figure 6.12: Kinematic model ofthe MAHO 700S
A machine vice is chosen by the IDM-user from a collection of available
fixturing devices to clamp the Stock material (Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.13: Machine vice
After selecting the fixturing device, the IDM system will perfarm a
manufacturing optirnisation. Design Objects from the "pure negative"
Design Tree are grouped according to manufacturing direction and
reachability. With this grouping the Elementary Operatiens of the different
DesignObjectscan be combined realisinga more efficient manufacturing.
Finally the IDM system generates the NC-code for the exarnple part. The
IDM system will check for collisions with the fixturing device, the machine
table, and the part itself.

6.2 Implementation
Notall software elements, shown in the sample session, are implemented in
the IDM system at this moment. Several separate software programs are
generated and tested that will be included in the IDM system in the near
future.
6.2.1 Current /DM system
The extent of the actual IDM implementation can bedescribed by referring
to the Design Tree mappings (Figure 6.14).
CSG Design Tree

"pure negative"
Design Tree

MO-based Design Tree

Manufacturing Tree

IDSo

Envelope
\ MO 1 Cyi.-Hole
\ MO 2 Cyi.-Hole

Envelope
\ MO 1 Cyl. -Hole
\ MO 2 Cyi.-Hole

Stock
\ EO's (MO 1)
\ EO's (MO 2)

\ MOcyl Hole 1
\ MOcyl Hole 2

Figure 6.14: Current /DM implementation
In the CSG Design Tree Manufacturable Objects can be subtracted from a

specified Initial Design State. Constraints can be used to implicitly specify
the location and the dimensions of the Manufacturable Object.
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The Manufacturable Objects (MOrectangular-Pocket, MOcylindrical-Hole,
and MOslot) can be mapped onto the "pure negative" Design Tree and the
MO-based Design Tree. Also a micro process plan can be generated
dependent on the stated dimensions and tolerances of the Manufacturable
Object.
Mapping the MO-based Design Tree onto the Manufacturing Tree is
performed at MO level; no grouping is made to combine Elementary
manufacturing Operations. The IDM system can automatically select a
suitable Set-up given the manufacturing machine model of the MAHO
700S. After the IDM-user chooses a fixture device the IDM system will
automatically generate NC-code for the controller ofthe MAHO 700S.
6.2.2 Separate software tools
To describe the extent of the implementation of the separate software tools
again the reference of the Design and Manufacturing Trees is used (Figure
6.15).
CSG Design Tree
IDSo
\ MOcyl Hole 1
\ MOfreefarm
\PObox

"pure negative"
Design Tree
Envelope
\ MO 1 Cyi.-Hole
\ MO 2 Freeform
\P03Box

MO-based Design Tree

Manufacturlng Tree

Envelope
\ MO 1 Cyi.-Hole
\ MO 2 Freeform Pocket
\ MO 3 Freeform Pocket

Stock
\ EO's (MO 1)
\EO's (MO 2)
\ EO's (MO 3)

Figure 6.15: Separate software tools implementation

A software tooi has been generated and tested that allows subtracted
Primitive Objects in the CSG Design Tree to be mapped onto the "pure
negative" Design Tree and onto the MO-based Design Tree. This means that
now all envisioned Design Objects in the "pure negative" Design Tree can
be mapped onto the MO-based Design Tree. This mapping is not only
available for the individual Design Objects, but also for a combination of
Design Objects. The Design Objects that can be approached from the same
direction are grouped whenever possible. The resulting group volume can be
described as a layered 2Y2D volume. With this grouping the Elementary
Operations ofthe different DesignObjectscan be combined realisinga more
efficient manufacturing.
The mapping of the MO-based Design Tree onto the Manufacturing Tree is
realised and tested for a number of more complex shapes.
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Only the mapping of the added Primitive Objects in the CSG Design Tree
onto the "pure negative" Design Tree is not yet realised. However, the
concept for this mapping is described in chapter 3.
The last two Design Tree mappings rely on the introduetion of a new type of
Manufacturable Object; the MOfreeform-pocket. This MOfreeferm-Pocket
is introduced in a separate software tooi as an MO that can he applied in the
CSG Design Tree. This MOfreeferm-pocket can be mapped onto the "pure
negative" Design Tree and onto the MO-based Design Tree.
Mapping the MOfreeferm-pocket onto the Manufacturing Tree requires the
generation of a micro process plan and a cellision check between the
Toolsvolume of the MOfreeferm-pocket and the Initial Design State.
Voronoi diagrams [Held 91] are used to generate the toolpaths of the
Elementary manufacturing Operatiens [Lambregts 95]. Voronoi diagrams
lay a mathematica! foundation for the generation of an efficient toolpath. In
practice this method must be further tested to see how it handles overlap,
narrow passages, and tooi-radius compensation. In Figure 6.16 an outer
contour is defined resembling the Netherlands. The Voronoi diagram of this
outer contour is made and finally the toolpaths of the Elementary
manufacturing Operatiens are generated.

Contour

Voronoi

Toolpaths of the Elementary
manufacturing Operatiens

Figure 6.16: MOfreefarm-pocket with Elementary manufacturing
Operations
From the sample session it can be concluded that 'right-first-time'
production is made possible by the IDM system. The number of iterations
between the design and the manufacturing stage is reduced to exactly one, as
the IDM system notified the designer of manufacturability problems while
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designing. Furthennore, the sample session showed that pseudo-prismatic
parts can easily be designed using Design Objects as building blocks.
When imptementing theseparate software tools first of all the MOfreefonnpocket should he included in IDM as it significantly increases the efficiency
ofthe NC-code.
The mapping of the CSG Design Tree onto the "pure negative" Design Tree,
described in chapter 3, must be implemented in the IDM system and not as a
separate tooi since it depends on the previously applied Design Objects.
The solid modeHer used (ACIS®) allows complex attributes to be attached to
faces of a solid. The IDM toleranee infonnation for single faces can he
stored using such attributes. As in ACIS the behaviour ofthe attributes can
he defmed and maintained when a face is altered, the tolerances in the IDM
system can best he included as attributes ofthe descrihing facesof a solid.
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7. Conclusions and recommendations

7.1 Conclusions
It can he concluded that a Bottorn-up integration of the geometrical design
stage and manufacturing stage has been realised. Manufacturability is
analysed while designing. The manufacturing methods used camprise of the
material removal techniques milling, drilling, centre drilling, reaming,
boring, and threading.
Including manufacturability analysis in the design stage enables a 'rightfirst-time' production. The IDM system will perform a complete process
planning resulting in the selection of the manufacturing .machine, the
manufacturing methods, the cutting tools, and the Set-up's. Fixturescan be
chosen from a set of alternative fixturing devices. The IDM system also
generates the command code (NC-code) for the controller of the selected
manufacturing machine.
The manufacturing analysis while designing assures the designer that the
designed part will he manufacturable. Because of this insight the number of
iterations between the design and manufacturing stage can, with certain
restriction, he drastically reduced to just one. A considerable throughput
time reduction for the targeted product range is therefore envisioned.
The functionality of the initial IDM system is considerably increased with
the introduetion of new design operators and new Design Objects. In the
initial IDM system only Manufacturable Objects could he subtracted from
the Design State [Delbressine 89]. In this thesis it is shown that the design
operator unite can he mapped onto material removal techniques milling,
while still guaranteeing manufacturability while designing.
The introduetion of unary design operators extends the use of the IDM
system even further while still being able to guarantee manufacturability in
the design stage. The new design operators used include the blend, extrude,
and chamfer operator as wellas galvanic surface treatments.
The distinction made in IDM between design operations and manufacturing
operations allows the designer to specify the part without having to worry
about how it will he manufactured. The IDM system will for instanee
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determine whether an application of a PObox can be interpreted as a groove
or as a step and will treat the application ofthe PObox accordingly.
It can be observed that manufacturability analysis as defined within IDM can

be applied to other manufacturing processes and also to the measuring
process, thus indicating it is a generic approach. The model basics of IDM
defined by states and state transitions are generally applicable. The
manufacturability analysis always consists of generating a suitable process
plan and checking for interference when executing this process plan. An
example of such interference is a collision between tooi and part. For each
manufacturing or measuring process these two phases of manufacturability
checking must be implemented.
It can be concluded that the proposed product model is complete and
consistent at the level of single parts. It is able to incorporate nominal

geometry as well as stated tolerances. Constraints are introduced to state
these intemal dependencies and the matching tolerances.
Using the concept of weighed tolerances empirica} knowledge of the
manufacturing processes becomes available in the design stage. The
enclosed principle of equal 'manufacturing effort' enables more efficient
production.
The designer only needs to specify those toleranee relations that contribute
to the functionality of the design. The use of the toleranee model including
weighed tolerances together with a complete volumetrie design description
ensures this.

7.2 Recommendations
Especially the process planning part in IDM needs to be extended. Only
when generated by IDM it can be checked whether the machining time for a
part is more efficient compared to the conventional approach.
The software elements described in chapter 6 need to be included in the
IDM software to get it fully operational. The total implementation will,
among others, enable a better comparison between the throughput time of
the conventional approach and the integrated IDM approach.
More attention must be paid to the designer-system interface. The designer
must be able to specify a Design Object with constraints without having to
fill out a great number of input dialogues. These constraints can best he
graphically stated by picking the faces concemed as the designer is
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graphically oriented. Also the results of the manufacturability analysis must
preferably be represented graphically.
The Bottorn-up integration of IDM can be extended in the manufacturing
stage by including the generation of command code for 3D measuring
machines. Preliminary research in this field of interest has been performed
[Sars 95].
Until now only single part design is possible with IDM. However, a product
usually consists of more than one part. The Bottorn-up approach of IDM
should therefore be extended with the manufacturing operation assembly.
IDM must be able to model and handle dependencies between parts in the
design and process planning phase. Examples of dependendes are fits and
connections. The manufacturability analysis will have to include items like
assembly sequence analysis, interference checking, insertion analysis, and
collision-free assembly-path generation.
To achieve a better integration of design and manufacturing the functionality
of a product should be made explicitly available in the product model.
Functionality in this context is defined as the expectations of the designer
conceming product performance. When functionality can somehow be
modelled, better design and manufacturing decisions can be made while
designing and process planning. Unfortunately, functionality is difficult to
formalise using computers. One currently available system that is partially
able to formalise functionality is a so-called Knowledge Based Design
(KBD) system. Simply stated a Knowledge Based Design system is a
geometrical design system having an Object Oriented programming layer on
top of it. The Object Oriented programming layer generates and validates the
geometry and topology. As opposed to the approach taken in IDM, KBD
systems use a Top-Down approach. Research should he performed to make
product functionality explicitly available while designing and
manufacturing. Preliminary research based on KBD systems has been
performed by [Eenjes 92] and more recently by [Delbressine 96].
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Appendix I : Solid Modelling
The only unambiguous description of a design volume is a solid description
of that design volume. It is not subject to different interpretations, such as
the conventional 2D drawings, or even 3D wire-frame representations. An
example of such a misinterpretation is given in Figure 1.1. Several physical
shapes can be described by the same 3D wire-frame representation. It is
therefore impossible to create an unambiguous description using a wireframe representation.

Figure Ll: Several physical shapes described by the same wire-frame
representation
There are several solid modelling descriptions, all achieving an
unambiguous design volume description. The most common two are the
Boundary Representation and the Constructive Solid Geometry description.
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Boundary Representation
The boundary representation (B-rep) is based on the description of the
vertices and the edges of the nominal geometry [Braid 74]. The faces of the
design volume are comprised of its bounding edges and a face-normaL The
face-normal in its turn depends on the direction of the bounding edges,
hence the introduetion of directed edges, see Figure 1.2.
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Figure L2: Boundary Representation
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Constructive Solid Geometry
In the Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) representatiorl the volume of an
object is described by a number of set operations with basic volumes as
operands (Figure I.3).

~/

/

_,·

Figure L3: Constructive Solid Geometry
Bathsolid representations have advantages and disadvantages. The boundary
representation is a complete and unambiguous description of the products'
nominal geometry, but includes no design history. The Constructive Solid
Geometry representation includes the design history, but is not unique in it' s
design description. A different set of operations can result in the same final
geometrical volume.
Often hybrid solid modellers, consisting ofboth aB-rep and a CSG modeller,
are used for a complete representation of the products' geometry including
the design history.
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Appendix 11 : Set operators

Set theory
In a CSG model description of a solid, this solid is the result of several set

operations involving primitive solids. A single set operation can involve one
or more solids. Uniting two solids for example uses multiple operands
(solids) with a single operator (Add), whereas the operation 'blending an
edge' uses only one operand (the solid).
Regularised Set operators
Attention bas to be paid to the use of set operations on solid objects. A set
operation should result in a exact volumetrie description of the solid object.
This description of the volurne includes the faces enveloping the solid
object, the edges, and the vertices. Problems arise when 'closed sets' are
used as operands. 'Closed sets' indicate that the bounding faces are also
taken into account in the solid operation, sometimes resulting in dangling
faces. These dangling faces obstruct a good description of solid object as
illustrated in Figure II.4 where an intersection of two solids resulted in a
solid having a dangling face.

0\B
\\,\\ \\

,N/

danglin~

AnB
Figure 11.4: Regularised set operation

To ensure valid solid descriptions the theory of 'regularised' sets is used
[Requicha 85]. When performing set operations, solids are used as operands
without their bounding faces ('open sets'). After the operation the resulting
solid is complemented with a new surface description to create a valid solid
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description. Regularised set operators are depicted as operator* in Figure
ll.4. Because only regularised set operators are useful, the asterisk () will
not he depicted in this thesis.
The most important definitions and properties of the set operators union and
subtract are given:
Definitions:

u

Union operator
\
Subtract operator (A I B = subtract B from A)
Solid= The solids' complement regarding to its Beunding Box
BeundingBox = The minimum rectangular volume enveloping the solid
=

Solid u Solid- = BeundingBox

Evident properties:
Solid1 \ Solid1

~\~=0

0

Commutative property:

Solidt u Solid2

Solid2 u Solidt
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Associative property:

u

/

8
(Solid1 u Solidz) u Solid3

=

Solid1 u (Solidz u Solid3)

''C

ó',,\J
...
/u,"

(Solid1 \ Solid2)
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Solid3 = Solid1 \ (Solid2 u Solid3)
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Distributive property:
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Appendix 111 : Surface deviations (DIN 4760)

1st order: Form

2nd order:

errors of guidance of machine tooi,
deflections of machine tooi or workpiece,
error in fixture of workpiece, warping,
we ar

Waviness
eccentric fixture,
form deviation of tooi,
vibration

3rd order:

Roughness
grooves;
form of tooi cutting edge,
horizontal and vertical feed

4th order: Roughness
cutting process (tear chip, shear chip),
deformation trom blasting,
gemmation with galvanising
5th

order: Roughness

crystallisation process, mordant, corrosion

(not presentable)
6th

order: Roughness

crystal structure

(not presentable)

Superposition:
actual surface
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Appendix IV : Backus-Naur Form & Mathematica! notation
Backus-Naur Farm (BNP) is a notatien universally excepted by developers
of computer language for expressing syntax [ANSI 83]. The notatien is
similar to syntax diagrams, although it is perhaps less graphical. A BNP
definition has the farm:
metasymbol = BNF-expression.

where the metasymbol to the left of the equal sign is the metasymbol being
defined, and its definition is given by the BNP-expression to the right of the
equal sign. The BNP used should be interpreted as:
"x"
[x]
{x}

I
(x y)

verbatim
optional
repetition of x zero or more times
choice (exclusive or)
group
end of expression

Several ether mathematical notations used:
Xi

3x expression
V x expression

AeB
1\

-7 Boolean

ith element of set x
there is one x for which expression is valid
for all x expression holds
set A is element of set 8
and
the rasuit of the expression is a Boolean
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Appendix V : Vectorial tolerancing
The vectorial tolerancing principle is based on a complete description of the
parts' geometry. All surfaces are described using a position vector P and an
orientation vector E (Figure V.5). The orientation vector E is described by
three orthogonal veetors Ex, Ey, and Ez. Surface deviations are described by
deviations on the position and orientation vectors. All position veetors share
the same workpiece co-ordinate system, which eliminates probieros of
circular tolerancing. The use of a position vector and an orientation vector
ensures independent tolerancing. All degrees of are completely specified
using the vectorial tolerancing principle.
Substitute elements are used to describe the measured surfaces when
verifying the stated toleranee relations. A substitute element is the
geometrical ideal element ofsimilar form to the nomina! feature (e.g. plane,
sphere, cylinder, cone or torus) and derived from the measured data using
the Gaussian algorithm (ISO 10360-1 ).
Figure V.5 and Table V.l illustrate the vectorial surface description of a
plane and a cylindrical face.
z

Figure V.5: Vectorial surface description
Parameter

Locationvector
[mm.]

Orientationvector

Si ze

Surface type

x

y

z

x

y

z

Plane
Cylinder

xo
xo

Yo

zo
zo

Ex
Ex

Ev
Ev

EZ
Ez

Yo

[mm.]
Ml
M2

-

-

R

-

Table V.l: Surface description using vectorial parameters
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Figure V.5 and Table V.2 illustrate the vectorial surface deviations for a
cylindrical face. The sphere Tp describes the positional error of the center
line of the cylindrical face, the cone TE describes the orientation error of the
center line and hollow cylinder T R describes the size deviation of the
cylindrical face. These errors are independent of each other.

TP

x
Figure V.6: Vectorial surface deviation description
Vectorial
position tol.
[mm.]
Surface type Xo
Yo
Plane
-

Vectorial
Orientation tol.

Parameter

zo
Ex
Tp+Z TE+

x
Tp-z
Cylinder

Tp+

Tp+y

x
Tp-X

-

TE-X
TE+

x
Tp-y

TE-X

Ev

Ez

Size
toleranee
[mm.]
Sl
S2

TE+
y
TE-Y
TE+
y
TE-Y

-

-

-

-

TRu

-

TRL \

Table V.2: Surface deviations using vectorial parameters

\ _ . TR upper
TR lower

Reasoning with vectorial tolerances
One major application of reasoning with vectorial tolerances in the design
stage is an analysis of the degrees of freedom [Wirtz 88].
Another application of reasoning with vectorial tolerances is in the
manufacturing stage. Geometrie deviations of the 1st order as well as
position deviations can be compensated after measuring the first part
because the different types of surface deviations are independent. A
prerequisite for the compensation to be possible is batch manufacturing of
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the part, and a machine that is capable to compensate these deviations.
When manufacturing a hole plate for example on a drilling machine, only
the position deviation can be compensated. Using a five-axis milling
machine a compensation of the 1st order deviations is also possible. An
example of several 1st order deviations, sometimes including position
deviations, is depicted in Figure V.7.
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Figure V. 7: Orientation and position deviations
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift "Manufacturable Design Operations"
ir. W.A.H. de Vries

1. Het IDM systeem maakt verspanen tot een 'rapid prototyping'
fabricage techniek.
2. Voor het reduceren van de doorlooptijd is het controleren van
fabriceerbaarheid in de ontwerpfase een uitstekend middel.
3. Positieve ontwerp-operaties voegen een onmisbare functionaliteit
toe aan een ontwerpsysteem.
4. Het onafhankelijk gebruik van het tolerantieprincipe van
afhankelijkheid resulteert in een geschikt tolerantie-model.
5. Wanneer aan de strengste tolerantie-eis wordt voldaan, gezien
vanuit het oogpunt van fabricage, dan zal met een hoge
waarschijnlijkheid ook aan de overige tolerantie-eisen worden
voldaan.
6. De fabricage-kosten per ontwerp uitgezet tegen de tijd dat de
ontwerper eraan besteedt volgt een zogenaamde 'badkuipkromme' Dit in verband met de aangebrachte verfraaiingen.

7. Cyberbucks maken nu ook rekening rijden op de electronische
snelweg mogelijk. Dat moet een Nederlandse uitvinding zijn.
8. Wanneer voor apparaten hetzelfde tolerantie-niveau wordt
aangehouden als dat van de Nederlandse samenleving zou geen
enkel apparaat meer werken.
9. Een exacte benadering van het begrip tolerantie doet afbreuk aan
het begrip zelf.
10. Voetbal is opium voor 't volk. Het moet daarom worden bezien
of kleine hoeveelheden hiervan kunnen worden doorgelaten. Dit
naar aanleiding van de IRT enquete.
11. De wet van Murphy is ook toepasbaar op het toetsenbord van
een computer. De toetsen die je nooit nodig hebt, raak je het
meest.
Eindhoven, juni 1996, Wilhert de Vries

